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W W I GENERAL 
NUMBERS 
30,000 THRU 35,639 
• 2ZSHF; JOK2BKSRES1LSBK 
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D- 3 0 0 1 2 
D-30013 
E- 30014 
D -30015 • I 
• 
c- 3 0 0 1 6 . I 
c- 30017 .1 
c " 3001 f t . I 
c-30019 - l 
c-30020 • | 
TITLE 
WESTERN ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT 
SCHEMAT1C 
FIGURE X FOR REPORT 69 
FIGURE XI FOR REPORT 69 
FIGURE X I I FOR REPORT 69 
FIGURES X I I l r XIV. XV AND XVI FOR 
RFPHRT 6q 
FIGURE XVII FOR REPORT 69 
PERSONNEL SCHEDULE SHEET 
FIGURES 1 TO V FOR REPORT 69 
FIGURES VI AND V I I FOR REPORT 69 
FIGURES V I I I AND IX FOR REPORT 69 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC VES 
AFPOPYNAMK FQUATI^N^ ^'"HFMATI'" 
ENGINE EQUATIONS SCHEMATIC 
HllNGE MOMENT EQUATIONS SCHEMATIC 
EQUATION INTERCONNECTION CHART 
FUNCTION CHART 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC PA2A-VFS 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC TP1A-VFS 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC DC1A-VFS 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC SGIA-VFS 
















































































































'•-• . 1-' "J 
... RESTRICTED 
X > l - • 1 - 1 
RESTRICTED 








T)t •. 1 
RESTR1CTED 









D t . k A ' 
RESTRICTED 
<>i,:>- ••• - , 0 ' 
_ RESTRICTED^' 
RESTRICTED ' 
RESTRICTED " * 
RFSTRICTED r 
RESTRICTED ' 
— — J 









£ - 30023 2 
K- 3 0 0 ^ 4 ^ 






i>- 3 0 0 3 1 , 





Pi - 30037 
30f>38 
t 30039 • 
30040 
30041 
T I T L E 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC TE1A-VFS 
TABLING CSHEMATIC VFS 
SUMMARY OF CAPACITOR TEST 
TUBE CHARACTERISTICS TEST CIRCUIT 
FOR 20^0 TUBE 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC CP1A-VFS 
PiCTORAL SCHEMATIC VFS 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC PA1A-VFS 
TENTATIVE 63 U5 ORGANI7ATION CHART 
C. IRF.DIT SCHEMATIC SRPA-lFC 
TAMPING DISC 
EXPERIMENTAL VALVE STEM 
FXPERIMFNTAI VAI VF RflDY 
EXPERIMENTAI RFGUI ATrtR VAI VF 
FRAME FOR CARD PUNCH 

















































































G R A D E D 





I)fcCt/HS/F .i-^> '-hf.'u 
RESTRICTED^ 
RESTRICTED * * 
"C t C *• /) S 5 t t 3 
RESTRICTED" 
-ORSni .FTF, SEE ^ 3 0 5 8 5 
gF^TBICTFrr ' 
USFD IN ASSY R-30033 
USED IN ASSY B-30033 
USED IN ASSY B-3OO33 
— 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
1 \ -
"£ -30043 £, 
iV 3 0 0 * 4 ' 
X) -30045,, 
D -30016^ 
O 3 0 0 1 7 ; 










g - 30058^ 
-30059^1 
1g 30060 £ 
30061 
30062 / 
T I T L E 
SCPEW 
FXPFRIMFNJAI VAI VF 
EXPERIMENTAL VALVE BODY 
PROPOSED 1 AYOUT OFFICE AREA 
S Q I I A R F WAVF OFNFPATop SCHEMATIC 
Fl FVATOR r.ONTROI SYSTFM 
RUDDER CONTROL SYSTEM 
AILERON CONTROL SYSTEM 
r i p r n i T S C H F M A T I C PG1A-I FC 
HOLDING FIXT0RE FOR ENGRAVING 
FliNr.TinNAi sr.HFMATK- DA?A-VFS 
ASCA COCKPIT MOUNTING 
PFSFARCH CONSTRUCTION CO. TYPF P-1 
POWER SUPPLY 
SCOPE READER MASK NO. 1 
VFS OUST COVFR 
RESEARCH CONSTRUCTION CO. TYPE P-"* 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC LS1A-ST1 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC PC1A-LFC 
P.I (VK SCHFMATiC SD1A 
Rl OCK S0HFMAFTC SD2A 
Rl rtCk SCHFMATIC SD?R 































































E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 
AHS 
























RESTRICTED71 ' ^ 
RFSTR'CTFD i-ie-eA 
RESTRICTED ^ L ,-\,-'sc> 
RESIK IL ILD ' 
RFSTRIf.TFD " " ? * kn 
I 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
K-~~ 
3oo«o"3 
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 









A- 3007S> / 
300*73 
• • 










T I T L E 
Rl OCK SCHEMATIC SD3A 
BLOCK SfHFMATIC spi^A 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC SD5A 
Rl n r k srHFMATIC ? P y 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC SD&V 
TWO STA^F P^TFNT 1OMFTER MH|T |P | IFP 
SYMBOLS FOR BLOCK SCHEMATIC SD20A 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC SD11A (TRACING LOST 
3-27-^7) 
An.ll lSTING Rf>n ASSYT 
ADJUSTING Rnn A ^ S Y . 
ROD END 
THREADED ROD I O - 3 / 8 " 
THREADED ROD Q - 3 / f i " 
Rl n rK SCHFMAT"" MWJA ( T R A C I N G I n s j 
3-27-^7) 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC SD7A (TRACING 1 OST 
3_py_U7̂  
BLOCK SCHEMATIC SD10A (TRACING LOST 
3-27-1*7) 
RLflf.K SCHEMATIC SD10R (TRACING LOST 
3-27-1*7) 
RI ncK sr.HFMATir. s m ? A ( T R A P . I N R L O S T 
3-27->*7) 
ARROR . lArnRq r m i r K Jfi 
1-.wr rt rv*w P H I c r r^rwrpATriR T R Y C T A I 
CONTROLLED 
^YMRCI I rnR RI n rK t ; rnFMATi r 
USED IN 





















n | n 





































G R A D E D 






RESTRICTED * T 3 i - i K 
I -
— -
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.













A . .30094 
A-30095 
A- 30096 
/ \ -3009J / 







T I T L E 
p| nrK SCHEMATIC 1 Fc 
PICTORIAL SCHEMATIC ORIA OSCILLO-
SCOPE READER PICTORIAI SCHFMATIC 
CIRCUIT srHFMATl'" AC 1 A LFC 
P-5 SYNCHROSCOPE CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC 
r | R r i i | T ^CHF^ATK F^IA 1 FC 
CIRCUIT SCHFMATIC SR2A-LFC 
CIRCUIT SCHFMAT|C RA1A-IFC 
ASCA EQUATIONS FOR PROGRAM STUDY, 
PARF 1 
ASCA FqiiAT|ONS FOR PROGRAM STUOY, 
PAfiF ? 
ASCA EQUATIONS FOR PROGRAM STUDY, 
PAGE * 
ASCA EQUATIONS FOR PROGRAM STUDY, 
PAGE 3A 
ASCA FQIIATIONS FOR PROGRAM STIir>Y, 
PAfiF ll 
ASCA FQIIATIONS FOR PROGRAM STIinY, 
PAGE 5 
ASCA EQUATIONS FOR PROGRAM STUDY, 
PAGE 6 
ASCA EQUATIONS FOR PROGRAM STt inY, 
PAGE 7 
iQfA miiAT inKrc rnu pprviRAM QTiirw 
PAGE 8 
ASCA FILIATIONS FOR PROGRAM STUCY, 
PAGE 9 
ASTA EQUATIONS FOP PPnGPAM 5T1K7Y 
PAGE 10 
ASCA FOUATIONS FOR PROGRAM STUDY, 
PAGE 11 
MDniFIFO P-1 POWFR SUPPLY 







OFSCRIPFO IN 63U5 
REPORT R- IO^ " 














































































G R A D E D 






- ^ p ^ * * " ^ ^ 
^~OBSOLETE~SEE DWG 
D-3012"5 
RESTRICTED ' ' • '» 
RESTRICTED 




RESTRICTED- '- *<> •> «•• 
RESTRICTED . ' i- ; - _ 
RFSTRKTFO i-ti-.rX 
RESTR1CTED — U i ^ 




APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
t 
D R A W I N G 




























T I T L E 
SNAP RINf i 
LUfi 
KNIJRI TO NUT 
i M n r v i Kir; p i A T T 
Kwnp AS^Y 
\ 
m i l N T F R RRACKFJ 
P 11 (YT 1 T.fiHT 
COVER 
L I G H T BASE 
LAMP GUARD 
1 AMP p R A f K F T 
FNp P| AJF 
SCREEN (OSCILLOSCOPE) 
CAMFRA MOUNT C.YI INDFR 
fAMFRA MOUNT WFI DMFMT 
1 AMP R R A f K F l ( l f i l /NTFR^ 
S T ( X K RA<~K 
H INQF ANGLE 
C^LJCTT c m r k 2 A r k 
f 1 R n 1 1 T ^THFMAT 1 f R A P A - I F f 
/ 
O R I G I -11<= i r n I M 
N A T O R 
R I K 
.JOR 
JOB 

















8 - 2 9 - U 6 
RMA 
8 - ^ 0 - 4 6 
RMA 
8 - 2 8 - 4 6 
RMA 
8 - 2 7 - 1 * 6 
RMA 
8 - ? 0 - 4 6 
RMA 
8 - 2 8 - 1 * 6 
RMA 
8 - 2 4 - 4 6 
RMA 
8 - 2 9 - 4 6 
RMA 
R - ? 7 - U 6 
Rl K 
q-S-46 
RL KFI 1 Y 
Q - 6 - U 6 
Rl KFI 1 Y 
9 - 9 - 4 6 
ni n 
8 - 2 9 - H 6 
DLO 




G R A D E D 
1 2 3 
CLASS 
3 ) 0 1 0 ^ 
R E M A R K S 
. 
, 
SI IPFRSFDFD DWG. 
D - 3 O O 8 8 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3o\ :u* 
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
C 30126 












MODIFIED RC.C P-3 POWER SUPPLY 
SCHEMATIC 
SIMPLE BINARY COMPUTER 
HIGH SPFFD R I NARY COMPUTER. 
SERIAL ACOUSTIC ED VAC 





BACK I NO STRIP (CAMERA) 
SPACER (BRACKET) 
USED IN 



























1 0 - 2 2 - 4 6 
RMA_ 
1 0 - 1 7 - 4 6 
RMA 









C O N F I D E N T I A L 1 ^ ' - - : ^ 
F Y - 0 - 2 1 4 
t i M j » i i j m i i T r t > ' 
PY -0 -216 
.£QNF4£E *tZ'cr-fi7-~Z» 
PY-O-219 -
USED IN ASSY. -€ -30167 
USED IN ASSY. £ -30167 
USED IN ASSY, F-30167 
USED IN ASSY. E-3OI67 
USED IN ASSY. BggQlkg. 
USED IN ASSY. B-3OH5 
USED IN ASSY. £-30167 
/>., 3 0 1 3 7 HAND SCREW RMA-
1 0 - 2 2 - 4 6 
X=30l67-
L. 3 0 1 3 8 JHAND SCREW (CYLINDER) -RMA-
l C - 2 1 - 4 £ 
USED IN ASSY. -£ -30167 
30139 PLUG P MC G 
1 1 - 6 - 4 6 
USED IN ASSY. £.-30167 
Ar 30149 ADAPTER &, BARREL ASSY. RMA 
1 0 - 1 8 - 4 6 
USED IN ASSY. £ -30167 
3 0 1 4 1 FELT SEAL HMA 
10-17-^6 
USED IN ASSY. H-301^1 
3 0 1 4 2 •SCRFFN SHF 11 I). JiMA-
Uh 
• USED IX ASSY,- E-30167 
3 0 1 1 3 -GRADUATED SCREEN. RMA 
1 0 - 2 8 - 4 6 
USEU IN ASSY. E-3OI67-
3 0 1 1 4 MOUNTING BRACKET RMA 
1 0 - 1 6 - 4 6 
1 i s m I N A S S Y R - 3 m 4 s 
3 0 1 4 5 MOUNT INK RRACKFT ASSY, .RMA, 
1 0 - 2 2 - 4 6 
USED IN ASSY, F-3O.167 
3 0 1 4 6 LEj^-ADAPTER KMA 
10-16-46 
USED IN ASSY. A-30l4n 
— H , ! . - • *• -
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3<M4-1 
O R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
3 - 3 0 1 ^ 




















T I T L E 
LENS ADJUSTMENT MOUNT 
MOUNTING PIATF (OSC I I LOSCOPF) 
A n . H I N T I N G PARRFI 
FND PI ATF 
END PLATE & FELT SEAL ASSY. 





IDFMTIF ir.ATIDN' =vAfK ASSY 
FLANGE 
SLEEYC 
r.Yi i NnFR 
BATTERY CASE WELDMENT 
f.YI INDFR K RATTFRY CASF WFI DMFNT 
COVER 
BATTERY CLIP 
CONTACT SPRING INSULATOR 
f.ONTAr.T SPRING 
nsr11 i n s r n p r A T T A T H M F N T A S S Y 
USED IN 
O R I G I -
NATOR 
PT 
P MC G 










m-17- l ^ 
RMA 
10 -17 -U6 
RMA 













p Mr. G 
11-Q-1+6 
P MC G 
11-3-1+6 
P MC G 
11-1-1+6 
P M<" G 
^^-•:>-k6 
P MC G 
10-28-1*6 
P MC G 
P MC G 
P MC G 
10-31-1+6 
PMA 
E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 
G R A D E D 




I K F D I N ASSY. F-3m^7 
USFD IN ASSY E-3^1^7 
-USED IN ASSY-A-30XkO-
USED IN ACCY B 101 SI 
USED IN ASSY F -30167 . 
USED IN ASSY B-3OI69 
USED IN ASSY A - ^ l s y 
i i s m I N ASSY A-30157 
USED IN ASCY A T01S7 
USFD IN ASCY A.T01S7 
USED IN ASSY E-3OI67 
li.SFD IN WFI DMFNT D-3OI6? 
USFD IN WFI.DMFNT D-3016? 
USED IN WELDMENT D-3OI62 
USFD IN WFI DMFNT D-3OI6? 
USED IN ASSY E-3OI67 
.USED IN-ASSY-E-30-167 
USFD IN ASSY F-30167 
USED IN ASSY E-^0167 
USFD IN ASSY F -3OI67 ... 
" " • ' • * " ' 



























LAMP A S S Y . ( s r . R F F N ) 
SCREEN & LAMP MOUNT ASSY 
OSCILLOSCOPF R E V I S I O N 
A - C POWER D I S T . FOR f ^ U R r W SUPPI 1 FS 
VAP 1 ARI F nF I AY MOUNT 
SHAFT 
R I I S H I N O 
P I N 
P I V O T ARM 
C O N T A C T A R M 
CLAMP 
D-C POWFR H I S T . FOR 6 3 ^ 5 O - f . - S I I P P I 1 FS 
STANOARO 8 X 10 J U N C T I O N ROX 
MOD IFI CAT IONS 
6th*, D-D POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM OUTLET 
BOX C I R C U I T SCHEMATIC 
CONTACT 
CONTACT ARM 
S P R I N G CLAMP 
6 3 ^ SO VOLT POWER SUPPLY SCHEMATIC 
6 * ^ S 1 0 0 VOLT POWFR SUPPI Y SOHFMATIO 
^ 3 ^ 5 1 5 n V n ' T POWFR SUPPI Y SCHFMATIC 



















P MC O 
RMA 


















































USED IN ASSY E-°01d7 
I ISF I l | N ASSY F _ 3 0 1 ^ 7 
USED IN ASSY E-°0167 
-~ f)jB,&DLar£'-" Suf>c/i~By 
X>- ScfSI 
• 
~<OE>£>ai-£TF-'-~ Sop*/?. S y 
i>-saf^l 
•^D3^0L£r£^ ^OPc'R- By 
E-SOl&b 
J 

































T I T L E 
PICTORIAL SCHEMATIC 63ItS DC POWER 
SUPPLY SYSTEM 
GATE CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 
ARRANfiFMFNTS FOR TFSTINC, RATF CIRCUITS 
DIODF GATF CIRCUIT 
CHARACTERISTIC CURVES-DIODE GATE 
CIRCUIT 
TWO-DIODF RATE CIRCUIT 
CHARACTERISTIC CURVES- TWO-DIODE GATE 
CIRVUIT 
CONTROI r.Rin CHARACTERISTICS 
<AS*-rrrp = mov 
SUPPRESSOR GRID CHARACTERISTICS 
6 A S 6 - F 0 C ? - - 1 O O V 
C I R C U I T FOR MEASURING CONTROI C;R 1 n 
CHARACTERISTICS 6AS6-ECC2 -- 100 V 
CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING SUPPRESSOR 
CHARACTERISTICS < A s £ - F M l •« 100 V 
£ A S £ CSATF c I R C I I | T _ r r r . ; i n n v 
OUTPUT VS INPUT 
OUTPUT VS GATE 6AS6 GATE C IRCUIT -
gCCo* 100 V 
WAVEFORMS FOR 6AS6 GATE C1RCU1T-ECC2 -
100 V 
6AS6 GATE CIRCUIT- E C C 2
= t 5 0 V 
CnNTRnl R R i n C H A R A C T F R I S T I C S 6 A S 6 -
ECC2-- <pO V 
SUPPRESSOR CHARACTERISTICS 6 A S 6 -
E C C ; ^ 0 V 
CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING CONTROL GRID 
CHARACTERISTICS S A S ^ - E C C * ^ q V 
C I R C U I T FOR MFASIIRIWf; SIIPPRFSSOR 
CHARACTERISTICS 6AS6-F.CCje ^O V 
r v i T P l l T \ / s 1 MPl IT £ A S £ r :AT r r i c n i i T 






















p 1 n n 
































12 -20 -U6 
Tl 






















12 -2 I t - W 
PI ci 
1 2 - 2 l t - l t f 
Tl 
12 -26 -1 * * 
TL 
1 9 - 9 * . f c 
PI CI 
1 2 - 2 6 - I t * 







































fl - 3 0 2 1 ^ 
ft- 3021£ 












ft- 3 0 2 2 ^ 
$ - 30229 
0~3O23py 
TITLE 
OUT PUT VS GATF - <AS< GATF CIRCUIT 
ECC2 50 V 
WAVEFORMS - 6AS6 GATE CIRCUIT - E C C 
50 v 
PFNTAGRID GATE CIRCUIT 
CATHODF-CnilPI FD GATF CIRCUIT 
rwn -TR |npF G A T F r | ° C U L T 
Mr .n iF IFD TWO-TRinOF GATF CIRCUIT 
SCRFFN GATF CIRCUIT 
FIGURE 1 
FIGURED ? j 3 , U, 
FIGURE 5 



















P C GROSS THESIS 
p r f:Rn=;<; T u r q | < ; 
p r ORnss T H F s i s 
P C GROSS THFSIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
p r f iRnqq THFSIS 
P C GROSS THFSIS 
P C GROSS THFSIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 




























f j i r« 
12-26-1+6 
TL 






1 2 - 2 7 - ^ 6 
Tl 















































APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
_-_ ^, 


























T I T L E 
FIGURES ' l 8 f 1 9 . & 2 0 
F 1(51 IPF ?1 
FIGURE 22 
FIGURE 23 
Fl f i l lRF ?U 
FIGURE 2S 
Fl f i l lRF p£ 
Fl f i l lRF ?7 
FIGURE 28 






FIGURE 3 ^ 
FIGURE 36 
FIGURE 37 
1 r.oNosroPF TF= ;T U N I T 
ppn i r rT f tP QYC^TFM 




P C GROSS THESIS 
P r. RRfKq THFSie; 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P f. fiROSS THFSIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P r. fiROSS THFSIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
PCGROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THFSIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
P f. RROSS THFSIS 
P C GROSS THESIS 
MWF THFS 1 S 
tAJF THFC;|C; 
MWE THESIS 
O R I G I -
NATOR 
PCG 









































1 - 9 - ^ 7 
f T * 






p r o 
PCG 
PCG 

















G R A D E D 






APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.























^ 3 0 2 7 0 
$-30271 
i • 
^ 3 0 2 7 2 
T I T L E 
^ 1NOI F SHOT ^ l o w FRFQ'iFNir.Y PHI SF 
GENERATOR 
GATE & DELAYED TRIGGER GENERATOR 
Mnp iF IFD ARK VlDFO AMP| t f l E R 




FIGURES U{A) & k(B) 
FIGURE J 
FIGUPF^ 6 ( A ) A 6(B) 
FIGURF 7 
FIGURFS fi X. Q 
FIGURF 10 
FIGURES 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 ^ . & 1*+ 
FlfiURF 15 
FIGURES 16 & 17 






O R I G I -
1 i c e n I M 

















MWE T HESIS 
MWF THFSIS 

































1 - 1 0 - ^ 7 
PCG 
1-10-1*7 
n i n 




























i _ i U _ k 7 































































V A R i A R I F w i r y m i N T F N S I F I F R - P U I S E 
GENERATOR 
MODULATOR C I R C U I T FOP GLOW T i f f i n 
S Y N C H R 0 N | 7 I N G - S I G N A I SFPARATOR M N | T 
F IGURE 2 6 
F IGURE 42 
F I G I I R F 5 8 
TEST C I R C U I T FOR S E L F C T I N G A S I G L E L I N E 
OF V I D E O FROM ARK CONVERSION U N I T 
F I G U R E 2 9 
F l f t l lRF "3D 
F IGURE 31 
F IGURE 3 ? 
FIGURES 34 ^3=; 
F IGURE 3 7 
F IGURES 4 0 &. 41 
F IGURES 3 8 A 3Q 
F l f i l l R F S S? X. R'S 
FIGURE 54 
FIGURES 1*5 & 46 
6 3 4 S REPORT R - 1 1 0 F IGURES 1 . ? K 7 
PHOTO TURF A CATNODF - FOI 1 OWFR C I R C U I T 
F1GURE 4 8 
USED IN 
MWF T H F S | S 
MWE THES IS 
MWF T H F S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWF T H F S I s 
MWF THFS IS 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWF T H F S I S 
MWF T H F S I S 
MWF T H F S | S 
MWE THcISIS 
MWF T H F S I S 
MWF THFS1S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
R - 1 1 0 
MWF T H F S I S 



































1 - 1 0 - 4 7 
DLO 
1 - 1 0 - 4 7 
FR 
1 - 1 1 - 4 7 
FB 










1 - 1 1 - 4 7 
FR 
1 - 1 1 - 4 7 
FP 












































F O | l COPY 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
gfloTfj 
D R A W I N G 




























T I T L E 
FIGURE 1*9 
FIGURE S<S 
F l f i t JRF 5 6 
FIGURE 2 7 
FIGURE 2 8 
F i f i i i R F S I13 A U l 
FIGURE 1+7 
FIGURES 5 0 &. 5 1 
FIGURES 5 7 ( A ) & 5 7 ( B ) 
FIGURFS ?Uf A ^ &. 2^(B} 
FIGURFS ? 5 ( A ) A ?*^ (R) 
F IGURFS ? 5 ( f . ) A ^ ( D ) 
FlfillPFS T^(A) A 32(B.l 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF PHOTO-TUBE IN 
MATRIX 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR PHOTO ELECTRIC 
CURRENT OF PHOTO-TUBE IN MATRIX 
BEAM CATCHER FOR MODEL 1 STORAGE TUBE 
STORAGE TUBE MODEL 1 ASSEMBLY 2 
ISOMETRIC V I E W OF STORAGF TURF MODFl 1 
Fnniv/AIFNT r i p n i i T rnu QUiTru iM; 
TRANSIENTS I N PHOTO-TUBE MATRIX 
C A r H O D F - T R I f t f i F R F D Fl I P - F I H P 
LOW-SPFFD F L I P - F L O P 
U S E D I N 
M W E5SIGMANN THESIS 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWF T H F S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWF T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWE T H E S I S 
MWF T H F S I S 
MWE T H F S I S 
MWF T H F S I S 
R - 1 0 7 
R - 1 0 7 
R-112 W-IBIL 
R-112 - M~ tclL 
R-1 1? - M-6,76 
R-107 
R - 1 13 
R - 1 1"? 
O R I G I -




















J J O ' B 
J J O ' B 




r r s 




i - i k - k 7 
RLK 
l - i k_k 7 
F , B , 
i - is- i»7 
RLK 
i . ik .^7 
RLK 
I - 1 U - U 7 
F . B . 
1 -1U-1J7 
F . B , 
1 - 1 S - l l 7 
F . B , 
1 -1«5 -V7 
F . B , 
1-1S-1)7 
F,RT 
t . 1 * . k 7 
T . L . 
1 - 2 0 - H 7 
T . L . 




1 - 2 ^ - ^ 7 
F . R . 
1 - 2 1 - 1 * 7 
T 1 1 




1 - 2 7 - ^ 7 




















J O E 
J J O ' B 
J J O ' B 
G R A D E D 
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ORGANIZATION - 631+5 - STAFF 
OVEN COVER - VACUUM SYSTEM 


































n. i r 
DJC 
DJC 




























T 1 r- * r»w 


















TOMS 1 NO 
5-27-1+7 




























USED IN ASS'Y E -^0002 
USED IN ASS'Y £-30902 
. , .. 
- J 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.

















A - 30598-* 
44 







0 -30694 , 
•7 
0 - 30605 




T I T L E 
3? POSITION MATRIX FRAME 
1ATFRAI MEMRFR 
TERMINAL STRIP (LATERAL) 
TERMINAL STRIP NO. 1 (LONGITUDINAL) 
TERMINAL STRIP NO. 2 (LONGITUDINAL) 
TERMINAL STRIP NO. ? (LONGITUDINAL) 
« 
LONGITUDINAL MUMBER 
CIOCK PULSE GENERATOR (VARIABLE 
FREQUENCY) ( O . & i TO 1 A MC) 
iPANEL FOR 32 POSITION MATRIX 
MASTER CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR WW1 101 
OUTLET PLUG CONNECT 1 o W g ^ t a - STANDARD 
D-C POWER SUPPLY B * « r f l B<_j?o. 
RIGHT OVEN SUPPORT VACUUM SYSTEM 
LEFT OVEN SUPPORT VACUUM SYSTEM 
CROSS BAR - VACUUM SYSTEM 
GUIDE - VACUUM SYSTEM 
CROSSBAR SPACER - CACUUM SYSTEM 
PULLEY SPACER - VACUUM SYSTEM 
PULLEY SPACER - VACUUMrSYSTEM 
SPACER - VACUUM SYSTEM 
VARIABLR FREQUENCY CLOCK PULSE 
GENERATOR 
PANFL 1 AYOUT FOP ^WIT^HING Fl IP-FIOPS 
FOR 32 POSITION SWITCH 
U S E D IN 
w 










.iA n ' P 'lANinr-ft^nN 
6-3-47 
JA O'B IIAI 
6-2-1+7 
JA O'B liAN 
5-28-47 
JA O'B SANDERSON 
5-28-H7 





T 1 FARY 
6-3-47 
JAf i 'R SANDERSON 
HK 
5-29-47 




























5 - 1 2 - 4 7 
TONS ING 
s - 1 2 - 4 7 
TONS ING 




6 - 1 0 - 4 7 
TONS ING 
6-10-47 



















USED IN ASS'Y E-3O9O2 
i R F n I N A ^ S ' Y F-3r>9np 
IKFD IN ASS'Y F-3OQO? 
IIRfr-n IN ASS'Y F-3DQ0? 
USED IN ASS'Y E-3O9O2 
USED I I I ASS'Y E-30902 
IKFD IN ASS'Y F -3090? 
USED IN ASS'Y E-3O9O2 
A PFPUCTION v/ / " J . 
- I 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3d to? 
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 







C - 30615 
3 - 3 0 6 1 6 
A-30617 
£ - 30618-<2 
1> 30619 













T I T L E 
CRYSTAL RECTIF1FR RFQUIRFMFNTS 
GAS FLASH RACK (VACUUM SYSTEM) 
OAS FlASK CI.AMP 
CABLE ASSFMRI Y INSTRUCTIONS FOR RNC 
CONNECTORS 
PRESSURE SWAGER ASS'Y 
BASF 
SUPPORT ARM (WELDMENT) 
PRESSURE SWAGGER ALTERATION 
ANVIL BASE 
CHASSIS DRILLING TEMPLATE FOR VARIABLE 
FREQUENCY CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR 
COMPONENTS FOR VARIABLR FREQUENCY CLOCK 
PULSE GENERATOR 
PANEL A DRILLING TEMPLATE FOR VARIABLE 
FREQUENCY CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR 
WAVEFORMS OF EXPFR1 MENTAL TIME-PUISE 
DISTRIBUTOR 
WAVFFORMS OF FXPFRIMFNTAI T IMF-PI II * * . '••" 
DISTRIBUTOR 
32 POSITION DECODER FOR DEFLECTION 
CIRCUIT 
CRYSTAL CLAMP ASS'Y 
CRYSTAL CLAMP JAW 
CRYSTAL. CLAMP SPRING 
SUPPORT ARM REINFORCEMENT 
PRESSURE SWAGGER ALTERATION 
USED IN 
R-120 















































D O 'NFI I 




















G R A D E D 
I 2 3 
CLASS. REMARKS 
HSFn |N ASS'Y F-3f)9n? 
USED- -LbL A S S ' Y E-30902 
USED IN ASS'Y D-30629 
USED IN ASS'Y C-30613 
IISFQ |N A ^ ' Y C-30^13 
USED IN ASS'Y C-30613 
USED IN ASS'Y C-30613 
.. .. '-OBSOLETE-* SUPERSEDED BY 
B-31021 
U^FD IN A ^ ' Y B-31f)?1 
F-nfr' - fin**"** 
r- /Jt- - outfits-
B-REDUCTICiM / / 
. USED IN ASSY A - 3 0 6 2 4 
USED IN ASSY A - 3 0 6 2 4 
USED IN ASS'Y D-30629 
, , ... ,. . 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 













A- 30631 CUTAWAY VIEW QF A PULSE TRANSFORMED J3-122 IF_.JrfiWMEr 
FIGURE 3 
A-30632 JEQUIVA LE NT „C1RCU IT QF_ A^PULSE 
TRANSFORMER FIGURES JWJ 




SIMPLIFIED EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF A -R-122- TFW- £ WOLSKY 
PULSE TRANSFORMER FIGURE 6 2=2=22 
A-30634 
A/ 
CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING CORE FIGURE 7 -R-122 _I£W_ F WOLSKY 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF FIG.7 FIGURE 8 7-9-̂ 7 
ft- 30635 
LL 
TRANSFORMER CIRCUIT FIGURE ^k R-122 TFW F WOLSKY 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FIGURE T? 7-?-1*7 
J-30636 EQUIVAI FNT CIRCUITS FIGURE l£- R-12? 
FIGURE 17 
TFW £ WOLSKY 
7-9-̂ 7 
H-30637 EQUIVALENT Xlf i lBEJLL R-122 TFW fL-WQLSKY 
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS TIQURE 22 7-9-̂ 7 
*r 
ft- 30638 Ldi_JiS_ A_NQN-INVERTER F_i£URJE__2iL 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FIGURE 2^ 
_R-J.22_ TFW F WOLSKY 
2=2=20 
J WOLGKYJ A- 30639 
£L 
COMPARISON OF A NON-INVERT ING PULSE .—R-122-, JLEW_ 
TRANSFORMER FIGURE 26 tM 
fl- 30640 
• / 
FIGURE 27 FIGURE 28 ._B-122. TFW F-WOLSKYJ 
FIGURE 29 7-2-^7 
fV30641 CALCULATED RESPONSE 
LL CIRCUIT FOR CALCULATING 
FIGURE 30 
FIGURE 31 
R-122. TFW FLWOLSKYj 
±±LL 
#-30642 PULSE TRANSFORMER XIGURE 32 R-122 TFW F WOLSKY 
PHASE-INVERTER CIRCUIT FIGURE 33 2=2==L 









"DELAY LINE" FIGURE 37 








CURRENT DISTRLBDTlQbL F1GURE_39_ 
FIGURE to FIGURE hi 
_R=122_ TFW £_ WOLSKY 
7-9-̂ 7 
ft- 30647 
f l -30648 
FIGURE k2 . R-122 _I£W_ £ WOLSKY 
CIRCUIT OF FIG, 59 FIGURE [Q 7-9-^7 
/ . 
PULSE JEBANS£ORMER_ FIGURE JA. _Rr122 TFW F WOISKY 
CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING FIGURE j g 7-9-^7 
$-30649 
Li 
EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT FIGURE 1+6 R-122. 
PULSE TRANSFORMER FIGURE kl 




£XE£R1MENTAL CIRCUIT FOR TESTING LOW-
FREQUENCY ANALOGUES FIGURE k8 
R-122 -TfW- F WOLSKY 
7-9-1*7 
J 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.

























T I T L E 
EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT FOR DEMONSTRATING 
FIGURE kQ 
Sf.HFMATir. SHOWING 1 FAKAGF Fl IIX 
DISTRIBUTION FIGURE 59 
PULSE TRANSFORMER WINDINGS FIGURE 6 0 
FIGURE 6 l 
TIME SCHEDULE FOR STORAGE-TUBE GROUP 
DRIVERS &. FOLLOWERS FOR 32-POSITION 
SWITCH 
32-POSITION SWITCH WAVEFORMS 
32-POSIT ION SWITCH WAVEFORMS 
32-POSIT ION SWITCH WAVEFROMS 


























• i MiiPRFV 















E N G ' G 
APPROVAL 






G R A D E D 




FILM POSITIVE -F-<</3 
ntxKitte. 
F I I M POSITIVE * i4A 
r)/$i>/r, (~ 
FILM POSIT IVF F >•' ' 
rtf& , -• .-
F 1 LM POS 1T 1VE -r p ' ' SL3— 
N i$&/rt£. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
-













a - 3 0 6 8 1 - / 










f l -30691 
30692 
• 
T I T L E 
THE 32-POSIT ION ELECTRONIC SWITCH 
TOfifil E-SWITCH STDRAfiF INPUT AMPLIFIER 
32-POSIT ION SWITCH OUTPUT AMPLIFIERS 
TOfi^l F ^WIT^H ("OPFP 
TOGGLE-SWITCH STORAGE (FOUR WORDS) 
32-POSIT ION MATRIX 
TEST SET-UP FOR THE 32-POSITION SWITCH 
CRYSTAL MATRIX STATIC TEST SET-UP 
Mill T I P ! IFR r.fUOR CODE 
ARITHMETIC CHECK 
DECIMAL D IV IS ION 
SHIFT LEFT 
SHIFT AND CARRY 
BINARY D IV IS ION 
PULSE TRANSFORMER X66P SPECIFICATIONS 
PULSE TRANSFORMER X72H SPECIFICATIONS 
PULSE TRANSFORMER X7OE SPECIFICATIONS 
PULSE TRANSFORMER X7^H SPECIFICATIONS 











MODIFICATION OF FIG 
3 6 . R127-R133-E88 




JAO'B D O 'NEIL 
7-14-47 
JAO'R Z> n ' N F I I 
7-1^-^7 













0 O 'NEIL 
7-16-1+7 
D O 'NEIL 
7 - 2 3 - 4 7 
D O 'NEIL 
7-17-li7 














IT I FARY 






7 - 1 7 - 4 7 
• WFSTON 
1 0 - 2 3 - 4 
E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 
JAO'B 





























. F O I L — 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.











R 30701 ) 
ft 















T I T L E 
r L IP -FLOPS AND DRIVERS OF THE 32 
POSITION SWITCH 
CRYSTAL MATRIX AND TOGGLE SWITCH STORAG 
USED IN THE 32 POSITION SWITCH 
1 ARORATORY SFT IIP FOR TFSTiNf i THF 3? 
POSITION SWITCH 
REAR VIEW OF THE 32-POSITION SWITCH RAC 
TELEPHONE PLAN BASEMENT BARTA BUILDING 
TELEPHONE PLAN 1ST FLOOR BARTA 
BU|LDING 
TELEPHONE PLAN 2ND FLOOR BARTA 
Rl i 11 r> I NG 
RASFMFNT RARTA R l l l i n i N G CONDUIT RUN 
LAYOUT 
RASFMFNT RARTA R l l l i n i N G f.ONnil lT RUN 
LAYOUT — ELEVATION VIEW 
1ST FLOOR BARTA BUILDING - CONDUIT RUN 
LAYOUT 
1ST FLOOR BARTA BUILDING - CONDUIT RUN 
LAYOUT — ELEVATION VIEW 

















H TONS INC 



















F l l M POSIT I VF 1U1 
FILM POSITIVE l l *0 
F I I M POSITIVF I 3 8 
FILM POSITIVE i t e 
IN RI..DG, LAYOUT DRAWER... 
IN R i n f i , 1 AYOIIT DRAWFR 
• — 




. " - • - - - - • ' • ' ' • I P 





























ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FIGURES 1 & 2 
FIGURES 3 S, 4 
ARRANGEMENTS FIGURES 5 , 6 S, 6i 
FIGURES 7 & 8 
INFLUENCE FIGURES 9 , 1 0 , 1 
OUTPUT CURVE FIGURES 12 & 13 
OUTPUT CURVE FIGURES 1.4, 1*5, 16 
FIGURES 1 7 , 18 , 1Q, PC), 
2 1 , & 22 
FIGURES 2 3 . 2 4 . 25 & 26 
FIGURES 2 7 , 2 8 &. 2 9 
6 3 ^ - 100 VOLT POWER SUPPLY (5PS) 























































































FOIL - - - -
-f-TLM PQS 1T1VE 
FBJO-+ f ^ - J / 
F 11 M PDS 1 T 1 VF r f t - 9 7 
FILM POSITIVE 
» 
F I I M PDSITIVF 
FILM POSITIVF 
~ a i 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
A 30735-1 
fV 30736- / 























T I T L E J 
FIGURE 53 
Fl f i l lRF 5U 
FIGURE 55 
FIGURE 5 f i 
FIGURE 57 
FIGURE S8 
PULSE TRANSFORMER Xbl*C SPECIFICATIONS 
OSC COIL SPECIFICATIONS 
OSC COIL SPECIFICATIONS 
nsr. r .nn S P F C I F I C A T I O N S 
FILTER FOR MULTIPLIER 1 ^O-V D-C POWER 
SUPPLY 
90 OHM ATTENUATOR BOX 
NOUNTING PLATE 
MOUNTING PLUG 
OSCILLATOR COIL FORM 
FDIIR PORTION FQUAI |Nf.RFMFNIT DFff inFR 
INDICATOR MOUNTING PLATE 
P . T . MOUNTING ANGLE 
PANEL MOUNT ING POST 











JR MACDONAl n THFSIS 






















Mf.NF 11 I 
MCNEILL 
Mf.NF 11 I 
MfNF11 I 
MCNEILL 
Mf.NF 11 I 
T LEARY 
7 - 2 2 - U 7 
» WFSTON 
7-2?- l *7 
B WFSTON 
































F | 1 M PCiC 1 T 1 VF 
F 1 1 M Pff t1 T 1 VF 
F 11 M POS 1 T 1 VF 
F 1 LM POS 1 T 1BT 
F 11 U PfK 1 T 1 VF 
F 1 LM PnS 1T 1 VF 
FO|| 
yiM 
i i ^ r n | M A ^ > Y A_3nftUliJ 
A-^08U5. A-^081*6 
USED IN A S S ' Y - i - a f i f i k k , 
A - ^ o 8 i * ^ , A-^o8 i *6 
IISFQ IN ASS'Y A-^081*l* r 
A - ^ n f i U ^ . A-^nf iUf i 
FR-11? .A- -FR-1 l l | 
SEPIA 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
T I T L E USED IN 




E N G G 
APPROVAL 




£ ) - 3 0 7 5 6 IRES I STANCE & CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT- JJB_MAr,DONALD THESIS JRM D Q'NELL 
• / • EQUIPMENT FIGURE 1 
FB-116 
SEPIA 
fV 30757 a_ 
ANODIZED SAMPLES FIGURE 21 JRM THESIS JRM P Q ' N E I L FB-101 & F70 
SEPIA 
f\- 3 0 7 5 8 
U 
ANQ01ZEP_£AMPLES- FIGURES \ L 9 JRM THESIS _JRM.. D Q ' N E I L 
p- 30759 
IL 
ANODIZED SAMPLES- FIGURES 3 , U 6 JRM THES1S- _JRM_ D Q 'NEIL 
Pi- 30760 r r r r r . T i v F P F R M F A R I I I T Y 
JLL 
FIGIIRF 9 R-122 TF WIMME" D O'NEI F-O-44^ 
fV30761 a. 
RATE OF CHANGE OF FLUX DENSITY £r!22_ CF WIMMEI D Q ' N E I L 
FIGURE 10 
FJUL 
P 3 0 7 6 2 / EFFECTIVE INDUCTANCE VS. T IME FQR WIND- R-1?fr TF WIMMEI D O 'NEJL 









i. PULSE DURA-EFFECTIVE 
TION FOR THREE DIFFERENT CORES FIG.13 
. R T J 2 2 _ TF WIMMET. D Q ' N E I L OR-IS-INAL- OBSOLETE 
A 30765 
£L 
.COMPARISON OF AMPLITUDE DECAY R-122 TF WIMMEI 
FIGURE 18 
D Q ' N E I L FOIL 
rV 3 0 7 6 6 
yv 
EJJRSJ SOLUTION FQR TRANSITIONAL R-122 TF WIMMET D Q ' N E I L 




RESISTANCE RATION FIGURE ?0 R - l ? ? rF WIMMEI F-OIL-
A 30768 / - a 
STEP-FUNCTION RFSPONSF OF r.lRr.HIT IN R-1?? TF WIMMEI M MCN 
nauRE si FIGURE 23 
fOLL -
fl-30769 u. 
CAPACITANCE R A T I O ^ W , PLOTTED _&d£2_ TF WIMMFT D O 'NF IL 
AGAINST K FIGURE 62 
£044 -
\ j> 3 0 7 7 0 H 
i± 
RESTORER.PULSE. GENERATOR F-»j? A M-306 CENOSIAN T LEARY^ KENOSIAN / L Q ^ £ 
V17-H7 iiui-l\r 
B-REDUCTIO N / / 
MN 
> 3 0 7 7 1 
i i 
SWEEP CALIBRATOR MODEL A J J O'B R WFSTON JJ O'B 
8-18-47 
B-REDLICTI ON / / 
J>- 30772 FLIP-FLOP STORAGE BLOCK SCHEMATIC 
LL 
D_BROWN. RJtfESTDN, XL-BROWN. 
8 - 1 8 - ^ 7 
> 3 0 7 7 3 . BLOCK SHCEMATIC 
il 
D BROWN R WFSTON D BROWN 
8-18-47 
£ -30774-< i 
L 
CHASSIS CUTOUTS - RESTORER PULSE KFNQSIAN CT SHEAK.N—HK 
GENERATOR 
R-REDIJCTION// 
C - 3 0 7 7 5 / a. 
FRONT PANFI I AY01JT BESIQSEB BULSE KENOSIAN C SHEAHAiL-KENOSIAIt 
GENERATOR S-22-47 
USED IN ASS'Y »30809 
USED IN ASSY B-?07tt4 A- 30776-4 
1± 
TERMINAL-. BOARD DETAIL PULSE GENERATOR KENOSIAN. r. SHEAHAtl KENOSIAN 
-
8 - 1 1 - 4 7 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.


















A - 30785 -6-
• • 












_ .ŷ _ S-30797 
TERMINAL BOARD DETAIL PULSE GENERATOR 
TERMINAL BOARD DETAIL PULSE GENERATOR 
TERMINAL ROARD DETAIL PULSE GENERATOR 
TERMINAL BOARD DETAIL PULSE GENERATOR 
TERMINAL BOARD DETAIL PULSE GENERATOR 
TERMINAL BOARD DETAIL 
TERMINAL ROARD DETAIL PULSE GENERATOR 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y 
MOUNTING POST 
FlGIIRF 1 
REFLECTION SPECTRA OF METAlS 













































R KFI 1 Y 








R KFI I.Y 
fl-n-U7 
P KFM Y 



























USED IN ASS'Y B-3078U 
USED IN ASS'Y ^ 3 0 7 ^ 5 
USED IN ASS'Y 30786 
USED IN ASS'Y R-30787 
USED IN ASS'Y B-30788 -
USED IN ASS'Y A-3O789 
1 i^FP IN A^S 'Y A-30790 
USFD IN ASS'Y R-30ftOQ 
PARTS LIST 
USFD IN AA'Y R-30R0Q 
PARTS LIST 
USFD IN ASS'Y R-3080Q 
PARTS L IST 
USED IN ASS'Y B-30809 
PARTS LIST 
USED IN ASS'Y B-30809 
PARTS LIST 
USED IN ASS'Y B~30809 
PARTS LIST 
USED IN ASS'Y B-30809 
PARTS L IST 





APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
30711 






































rHF*"K RFGI^TFP P P I I L I N ^ TFMPI ATF * A.^c;'V 
PROGRAM REGISTER DRILL ING TEMPLATE & 
ASS'Y 
PPORRAM r 'o ' ^TFR ASSFMRI Y 
FIGURES 2 « 3 
Flf i l lRFS U A 5 
FIGURES 6&7 
FIGURES 8 & 9 
FIGURES 10 & 11 
FIGURES 12 A 13 
FIGURFS l i t A 15 
FIGURES 16 &. 17 
RESTORER PULSE GENERATOR ASS'Y 
2 SHEETS 
SHIELD CAN 
SHIELD CAN BOTTOM 
LOADING CONE 
10-TERMINAI STRIP A DRILLING TEMPLATE 
3-TERMINAI STRIP A D R I I I ING TFMPLATE 
SPACER 
SPACER 
MOUNTING BRACKET FOR VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
CLOCK-PULSE GENERATOR 
COIL MOUNTING PLATE FOR VARIABLE FREQ-







J ^ Q 0 _ 
M-QO 
M-90 











































R KFI 1 Y 
8-19-1+7 











AC.O.CH 1 Rl F 
8-21-1+7 































n s m I N A S S ' Y sn-3Q?8? 
USED IN ASS'Y SD-39283 
USED IN. ASSJY SD-39281+_. 
FILM POSITIVE 
PARTS 1 1ST 
JSED IN ASS'Y A-3Q81+1, 
A-?081+2 & A-^081+^ 
USED IN ASS'Y A-^081+4. 
A-̂ 081+S. & A-̂ 081+6 
IISFD |N Ac;S'Y R-30R?3 
JSED-ING ASS'Y B-30822 
USED IN ASS'Y R-31021 
LISFD IN ASS'Y R-310P1 
USED IN ASS'Y R-31021 
USED IN ASS-Uf--6-31024 
, J 
) 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.





























TUNING CAPACITOR & SHAFT EXTENSION ASS'Y 
"OR VARIABLE FREQUENCY GENERATOR 
TERMINAL BOARD & DRILLING TEMPLATE 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y FOR VARIABLE 
FREQUENCY CLOCK-PULSE GENERATOR 
^-TERMINAL STRIP ASS'Y 
10-TERMINAL STRIP ASS'Y 
COIL WINDING ASS'Y (HIGH FREQUENCY) 
COIL WINDING ASS'Y (MED. FRFQUEN0Y) 
COIL WINDING ASS'Y (LOW FREQUENCY) 
SHIELD NAMEPLATE 
SHIELD FOR S-S CR TUBE 
FIGURES 1 &. 2 
FIGURES 3 K k 
FIGURES *) & 6 
FIGURES 7 &. 8 
FIGURE 9 
FIGURE ^ (A & B) 
FIGURE l i t 
FIGURES 17 & 19 















.IRM T H F S I S 
































8 - 2 0 - U 7 
"ICGONIGLE 
8-23-1+7 




R KF| 1 Y 
8-20-1+7 









































USED IN ASS'Y B-31021 
ISFD IN ASS'Y p_3nA?i 
JSEQ _1N_A££.I.Y._B...11 
=ARTS L IST 
.ISFD IN ASS'Y B-31021 
DARTS L IST 
USED IN ASS'Y R ^ l f B I . 
PARTS L IST 
USED IN ASS'Y A-30ftU6 
PARTS L IST 
USED IN ASSY B - 3 0 8 ^ 
PARTS L IST 
HSFn |N ASS'Y A-3oftUU 
PARTS 1 1ST 
USED IN ASS'Y A -308 I+ I , 
3081+2 &. 3081+3 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
N U M B E R 
A-30840- / 
A- 3 0 8 4 1 - f 
A ' 3 0 8 4 2 - / n y / 
A-30843-1 




3>- 3 0 8 4 7 - / 
vV 
3> 3 0 8 4 8 - / 
Xr 30849 - / 
£- 3 0 8 5 0 , . 
B - 3 0 8 5 1 
y y 









A - 3 0 8 5 7 
• • 
A - 3 0 8 5 8 . 
/y 
A -30859 . 
y / 
A - 3 0 8 6 0 . . 
T I T L E 
PUSH-BUTTON MOUNTING BRACKET 
NAMFPI ATF A S S ' Y ( I OW FRFQIIFNC.Y) 
NAMEPLATE A S S ' Y ( M E D . FREQUENCY) 
NAMFPI.ATF A S S ' Y ( H I G H FREQUENCY) 
LOW FREQUENCY C O I L A S S ' Y 
MED. FRFOUFNCY C O I I A S S ' Y 
H I G H FREQUENCY C O I L A S S ' Y 
PANFI 9 OF S T F P - c m i N T F R ASS>Y 
PANEL 3 OF STEP-COUNTER A S S ' Y 
PANEL 1 OF STEP-COUNTER A S S ' Y 
GAS TUBE PULSE GFNFRATOR 
STEP COUNTER SCHEMATIC 1 
RESTORER INPUT C I R C U I T 
G A T E - T U B E OPERATION 
G A T E - T U B E OPERATION 
P R E L I M I N A R Y (UNSUCCESSFUL) D E S I G N OF 
END CARRY M I X I N G C I R C U I T 
T E S T I N G STEP COUNTER AT 4 MC 
T E S T I N G STEP COUNTER FOR PUSHBUTTON 
OPERATION 
T E S T I N G STEP COUNTER AT LOW FREQUENCY 
T I M I N G DIAGRAM 
VACUUM - TUBE SAMPLES F I G U R E 2 2 
/ 
U S E D I N 
-̂  
R - 1 ? f i 
R - 1 ? 6 I 
R - 1 2 6 E 
R - 1 2 f i F 
R - 1 2 6 I 
R - 1 2 6 
R - 1 2 6 
R - 1 2 6 _ l 
R - 1 ? 6 
IR M A r n n N A i n T H F S I S 
ORIGI-
NATOR 
m RI I IM-
ENTHAL 
K E N ^ I A N 
K E N O S I A N 
K F N O S I A N 
K E N O S I A N 
K F N O S I A N 
K F N O S I A N 
FD B U I M -
ENTHAL 




















P KFLI Y 
8-2S-47 
R KFI 1 Y 
8 - 2 S - 4 7 




R KFI l FY 
9 - V 4 7 
R K F L I F Y 




9 - 2 - 4 7 
R WESTON 
9-4-47 
N PARI INT 
8-28-47 
1 RRIINSW 
1 0 - 1 7 - 4 " 
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FIGURE 1 
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JJ. FIGURE 11 
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u FIGURE 12 
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J! RF.-nRniNH APPARATUS FIGIIRF Q 
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F , S • T . DFMONSTRAT I ON I IN I T - Rl OfK Ezlkl. */J_NOLAN- D O ' N E I t 
DIAGRAM NO. 1 1 0 - 6 - 4 7 
i V 3 1 Q 0 0 - 6 J A - C CIRCUIT-BREAKER BOX SCHEMATIC ( »> RhLMURCtL R WFSTON RH MIIRO 
1 Q - l t - k 7 
0- 3 1 0 0 1 FRONT VIEW. FLIP-FLOP LIFE-TEST RACK F-64 ABH- .ABH_ 
AND AUX. RACK 
. . F I L M POSITIVE 239 
fV 31002 
/ • 
REAR VIEW FLIP-FLOP L I F E TES RACK AND _E=£>L ABH ABH-
AUX. RACK 
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D- 3 1 0 0 3 GATF DELAY UNIT SCHEMATIC ^ J NOLAN 
c- 31004- / GATF DELAY UNIT ASSEMBLY 5H DODD R.I BOSS 
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> 31005 CHASSIS A PRIM ING TEMPLATE FOR GATE- =;H DODO RJ GOSS SH POOD 
/ DELAY UNIT 10-8-47 
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A-31008 TFRMINAI BOARD ASSFMRI Y SH DODD. BJ GOSS SH DODD 
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USED IN ASS'Y C-3IOOI; 
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T> 31016 PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT - WHIRLWIND 1 W WATT BRUNSmCA 
/ / INSTALLATION 10-9-^7 
B REDUCTION / / 
A-31017 LAMINATION FOR INPUT TRANSFORMER ES Hi CM WCNE1LL. ES RICH 
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10-9-^7 
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FIGURE 2 
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CATHODE-COUPLED OSCILLATOR 
r i f t i iRF R 
CATHODE-COUPLED OSCILLATOR STATIC 
CHARACTERISTICS FIGURE 9 
OSCILLATOR UNIT FIRURF 10 
INPUT SELECTION CIRCUIT FIGURE 11 
BLOCK DIAGRAM D-C POTENTIAL DIVIDER 
MFTHOD FIGURE 12 
CONTROL POTENTIOMETER FIGURE H 
INPUT SELECTION CIRCUIT FIGURE \k 
r.ATHODF FOI 1 OWFR 1 INFARITY FlfilJRF 15 
HIGHFR-SPFFO ^ F I F r . T i n N r. I RP.ll | T.S 
FIGURE 16 
SWEEP GENERATOR FIGURE 17 
AMPLITUDE COMPARATOR AND PULSE 
AMPI IF IFR FIGURF 18 
r.miNTFR FnR MIJI T I P I F - S P F F D DATA 
FIGURE 19 
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POTENTIOMETERS FOR SAW-TOOTH DATA 
FIGURE 21 
D-C- STEP-COMPAR I SON^METHO^C * N IS its I c/V 
FIGURE 22 
RINIARY N0T TO D-C, SWEEP METHOD 
FIGURE 2^ 
OUTPUT SWITCH FIGURE 2k 
SWEEP AMPLIFIER FIGURE 2S 
BASEMENT PLAN - BARTA BLDG. (PUBLIC 
ADDRESS SYSTEM) 
FIRST FLOOR - BARTA BLDG. (PUBLIC 
ADDRESS SYSTEM) 








- • * . 























^-REDUCTION /Jix < * • « . « * » ) 
(R-REDIJCT 1 ON J J 11 Am ,., v ) 
(B-REDUCT 1 ON J J < f 4 . & . f » | r ) 
- i 
















> 3 1 0 8 4 / 





ft- 31O90- / 
> 3 1 0 9 1 
i 
TITLE 
OPERATOR'S CONSOLE - WW1 
WHIRLWIND 1 STAFF ORGANIZATION 
HOLDING GUN POWER SUPPLY 
RACK ASSEMBLY E.S.T. DEMONSTRATION UNIT 
ASS'Y OF MODIFIED TEE SPLICE CONNECTOR 
FOR RG-62/U CABLE 
MODIFICATION OF TFF SPI If.F r.ONNFr.TDR 
FOR RG-62/U CABLE 







M-3S? NO. 9 
F/ 



















10 - i k - l n 
15 O ' N F I I 
10-1k-kl 































USED IN ASS'Y A-3IO87 
URFTI IN A < ^ ' Y A-31H87 
-
USED IN.ASS'Y R-3in?1 
CONFIDENTIAI - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL FILE 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3/6?c& 
































DATA PRESENTATION FIGURE 3 
TFMPFRATIIRF PATTFRN MIKF AND VFRTICAI 
ANGLE CORRECTION TABLE FIGURE k 
NORMAI FRROR C.IIRVFS F 1 Gl IRF 5 
TWO MEASUREMENTS OF KNOWN PRECISION 
FIGURE 6 
PROBABILITY PATTERNS FOR RADAR CORRE-
LATIONS FIGURE 7 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL ERROR CURVES FIGURE 8 
TARGET PATH FIGURE Q 
TARGET DISCRIMINATION BY AREA 
FIGURE 10 
GENERAL FLOW DIAGRAM - RADAR CORRELATIO 
FIGURE 11 
MOD 1 STORAGE TUBE CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
IWJN -\0k 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
IWJN 1 0 * 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVFORMS 
IWJN 106 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
IWJN 106 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
IWJN 107 
STORAGE TURF MOD 1 CIIRRFNT WAVFFORMS 
IWJN 108 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
IWJN 108 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVFORMS 
IWJN 108 
STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
IWJN 100 
STORAGF TURF MOD 1 C.IIRRFNT WAVFFORMS 
IWJN 105 
USED IN 
L-2 , •»- |5$? 
L-2 T}- i 5 8 
I -? , T}- IS» 
1 - ? , "FJ- \Stt 
1 -? j " r f - « P 
\ -? .1\- IdfC 
1 -? <7?- 10 f-
L-2 , T^- lSS> 
L-2 t~1fctS9 
M L - 2 , T?-/5J? 
R-112 n - t 7 t 
R-112 • n.LlL 
R-112 - to.LlL 
R-112 - «• . ? ; 
R-112 - ' 1 1- 4>7<i 
R-112 - !")- Ic-lle 
R-11? - M- Ir'Ji, 
R-112 - W-\alL 
R-112 - r/- 4 7 ^ 
R-112 H I'll 
R - 1 1 ? r i - t 7 t 



































/ ,0 i \ 
y,-0 
E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 
D O 'NE IL 
D O 'NE IL 
D O ' N F I I 
D O 'NEIL 
D O ' N F I I 
D O 'NEIL 
WJ NOLAN 
WJ NOI AN 
WJ NOLAN 
WJ NOI AN 
WJ NOLAN 
D O'NF IL w.i NOI AN 
D O 'NEIL 
D O 'NEI I 
D O 'NEIL 
n O 'NF I I 
WJ NOLAN 
WJ NOI AN 
WJ NOI AN 
W.I NOI AN 
G R A D E D 




CONFIDENTEAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL FILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDENTIAL - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
CONFIDFNTIAI - IN 
CONFIDENTIAL F ILE 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 




A - 3 1 1 1 6 , . 
ft- 31117 





























STORAGE TUBE MOD 1 CURRENT WAVEFORMS 
IWJN 110 
Rf. _ 3U8- I RFf.FIVFR SCHEMATIC 
CLOSE-UP OF ANODIZING BATH 
GRIDDLE SAMPLES 
ANODIZING APPARATUS 
ONE INCREMENT OF 32-POSITION EQUAL-
INrRFMFNT nFf.nOFR 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR 8 -
POSITION EQUAL-INCREMENT DECODER 
3?-POSITION BINARY - WEIGHTED DECODER 
CHASSIS FRONT VIEW 
32-POSITION BINARY - WEIGHTED DECODER 
CHASSIS TOP VIEW 
3 ? - P 0 S I T I 0 N BINARY - WEIGHTED DECODER 
CHASSIS BOTTOM VIEW 
32-POSITION BINARY - WEIGHTED DECODER 
CHASSIS FLIP-FLOP WIRING 
VARIABLE VOLTAGE SOURCE 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF STORAGE TUBE TEST 
EQUIPMENT FOR HAND SWITCHING OF SCREEN 
PRELIMINARY LAYOUT ElEC.TRir. AITIMETFR 
GEAR ARRANGEMENT 
DRILLING TEMPLATE FOR MOUNTING BRACKET 
SWITCHING UNIT ASSEMBLY E . S . T . 
DEMONSTRATION UNIT 
CHASSIS DRILLING TEMPLATE 
TERMINAL STRIP ASS'Y FOR SWITCHING UNIT 
TERMINAL BOARD ASS'Y FOR E . S . T . 
SWITCHING UNIT 
RELAY MOUNTING BOARD ASSEMBLY 














R - 1 1 2 - «• 
R-112 m-1.74 









JO Fl Y 
/ 
JO F IY 

























Q O 'NEIL 
10-21-1+7 
3 O 'NEIL 
10-22-1+7 
H LOVETT 





















. in F I Y 
JO ELY 
















FILM POSITIVE FB-111+ 
F ILM POSITIVE F B - I 6 9 
F ILM POSITIVE FR-11? 
SEPIA 
n i M p n s i T i v F F R ?kj 
F I I M POSITIVF FR ?k& 
F I I M POSIT I VF FR ?l+9 
F ILM POSITIVE FB 25O 
/ 
USED IN ASS'Y D - 3 H 2 8 
FOR WIRING SCHEMATIC SEE 
D-3099O 
USED. IN ASSIV D - 3 I I 2 8 
i iSFn I N A S S I Y 0 - 3 1 1 2 8 
IISFD IN ASStY n -311? f t 
i iSFn I N A ^ ' Y P -311?8 
USED IN ASS'Y D-31128 
-
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
N U M B E R 
Or 31134 y y 
IV 31135 




3- 31139 . f 
A-31140 , , 
A -31141 , 
A- 31142 
3 - 3 1 1 4 3 y / 
C-31144yy 
A-31145 
, T / y 
A-31146 , 






3 - 3 1 1 5 1 ^ 
C- 3 1 1 5 2 ^ 
•ft- 3 1 1 5 3 ' 
j>31154-* . 
[ 
' ' 1 
T I T I P n c c n i M 
TFRMINAI ROARn A S S ' Y FOR F T S . T . 
S W I T C H I N G U N I T 
TERMINAL BOARD ASSEMBLY FOR SWITCHING 
U N I T 
TFRMINAI ROARD A S S ' Y OF S W I T C H I N G U N I T 
TERMINAL BOARD A S S ' Y FOR S W I T C H I N G U N I T 
TERMINAL S T R I P DR11 1 1 NO TFMPI ATF FOR 
S W I T C H I N G U N I T 
TERMINAL BOARD D R I L L I N G TEMPLATE 
TFRMINAI RDARD OR 1 1 1 1 NO TEMPI.ATF 
TERMINAL BOARD D R I L L I N G TEMPLATE 
TERMINAL BOARD D R I L L I N G TEMPLATE 
TERMINAL BOARD D R I L L I N G TEMPLATE FOR 
S W I T C H I N G U N I T 
PANEL D R I L L I N G TEMPLATE - S W I T C H I N G 
U N I T 
MOUNTING POST 
MOUNTING PDST F<"lR RFI AY S H | F I D 
S H I E L D ASSEMBLY 
TEMPLATE FOR RELAY S H I E L D 
TEMPLATE FOR RELAY S H I E L D ( R I B ) 
STORAGE - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT 
TOGGLE-SWITCH STORAGE - BLOCK SCHEMATIC 
3 2 - P O S I T I O N SWITCH BLOCK SCHEMATIC 
TARI F 1 




R - 1 2 Q 
-
O R I G I -


















D R BROWN 
DR BROWN 
STABLER 
D R A W N 
BY 









1 0 - 2 ^ - 1 + 7 
R J GOSS 
1 0 - ^ 1 - 1 + 7 
R . I n o s s 
1 0 - 2 6 - 1 + 7 
R J GOSS 
1 0 - 2 6 - 1 + 7 
R J GOSS 
10-26-1+7 
R J GOSS 
1 0 . p s . U 7 
RJ GOSS 
n-1-1+7 
R J GOSS 
10-31-1+7 
R J GOSS 
1 0 - 3 1 - 1 + 7 
R . I o o s s 
I O - 2 7 - I + 7 
R J GOSS 
1 0 - 2 7 - ^ 7 
R J GOSS 
10-27-1+7 
- woi S K Y 
10-28-1+7 
MCHUGH 







E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 
D R RROWh 
GRADED 
1 






R E M A R K S 
J S E D IN A S S ' Y D - 3 1 1 2 8 
USED IN A S S ' Y D - ^ 1 1 2 8 
USED _ L N . _ A S 3 . , Y J 1 - 3 1 1 2 8 
USED IN A S S ' Y D - 3 I I 2 8 
USED IN A S S ' Y B - 3 1 1 3 0 
USED IN A S S ' Y B - ^ 1 1 3 2 
I I S F H IN A S S ' Y A - 3 1 1 3 3 
USED IN A S S ' Y A - 3 I I 3 I + 
USED IN A S S ' Y A - 3 m S 
USED IN A S S ' Y B - 3 1 1 3 7 
USED IN A S S ' Y D - 3 1 1 2 8 
USED IN A S S ' Y B - ^ 1 1 3 1 
B-31136 
USED IN A S S ' Y A - ^ 1 11+7 
LISFD IN A S S ' Y R - 3 1 1 3 ? 
USED IN A S S ' Y A - ^ 1 1 1 + 7 
USED IN A S S ' Y A - 3 I I I + 7 
SUPERSEDES S D - 3 9 2 7 7 - I 
SUPERSEDES A D - ^ 2 7 6 
SUPERSEDES s n - ^ Q ? 7 S 
VI 
— .J 































: * / „ 
TITLE \ 
SCHFMATIC OF FQII| PMFNT MOIINTFn ON TANK 
A SHOWN ON LAYOUT L-37<S0<S 
SCHEMATIC OF EQUIPMENT MOUNTED ON 
BOTTOM SIDE OF TANK COVER PLATE F I G . 2 
ANiT>l7Fn SAMPI Fs F|f i i iRF U 
V A C U U M - TURF S A M P ! F S FICiiiRF 5 
RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT 
EQUIPMENT FIGURE 1 
SMAI 1 TF9T SAMPI F^ FICIIIRF 10 
SMOOTH AND C!R I DO! F SAMPI ES FIGURE ?.k 
"GRIDDLE" STORAGE SURFACE FIGURE 23 
"GRIDDLE" STORAGE SURFACE 
ANODIZING APPARATUS 
STARI FR RFVFRSIRIF RI NARY COIINTFR 
REPORT FIGURE 1 
STARI ER RFVFRSIRIF RINARY COIINTFR 
RFPORT FIGURE 2 
STARI FR RFVFRSIRIF RINARY COIINTFR 
RFPORT FIG1IRF 7 
STABLER REVERSIBLE BINARY COUNTER 
REPORT FIGURE S, 
STABLER REVERSIBLE BINARY COUNTER 
RFPORT FIGURE t> 
STABLER REVERSIBLE BINARY COUNTER 
REPORT FIGURE 7 
STARI ER RFVFRSIRIF RINARY COIINTFR 
REPORT FIGURE 8 
STABLER REVERSIBLE BINARY COUNTER 
REPORT FIGURE 9 
Ml II T l PI IFR CONTROI PANfl C | RCII | T 
SCHEMATIC 
BASEMENT PLAN (BARTA BLDG) 















































































K WOI SKY 
n _ c j _ i j 7 
: BRUNSWI 





















FILM POSITIVE -T="B- ILL 
FILM P O S I T I V E - F B - ILL 
F l l M POSITIVF - T B - iLj 
FILM POSITIVE 
Ffc- IL*- iL<f 
FILM POSITIVE -
r n 1,J 4 n<i 
A 
V . ujf >0 > ^,J * 
^ rS? & 
A > ^ 
\ * V 
\ V 
R REDUCTION 
^Ot'.'.rslt T-ir*—,Su( -. « r '. r h 
"By 0 !> f - i " 
-CifiSri. £ T F ^ -V, ;...._ 
R z-*/>*?£ 














3 - 3 1 1 7 6 
_____ 
SECOND FLOOR - BARTA BLDG. EAHNESTQC^ Q'NEIL FAHNESTQCK '±!^JlLtJI^J==-^£±j^t2iLh 
11-9-^7 .> -h-sois? 
ft- 3 1 1 7 7 
*____ 




FIGURES 1 AND 2 EASTMAN KODAK REPORTHR BOYD, J MCHUGh HR BOYD 
__l___L_il 
TRACED FROM EASTMAN KODAK 
CO. DRAWING 
A-31179 SCHEMATIC OF PRINCIPAL OPTICAL SYSTEM EASTMAN KODAK REPORT HR BOYD WOLSKY HR BOYD 
v / FIGURE 3 11-9-^7 
TRACED FROM EASTMAN KODAK 
CO. DRAWING 
C - 3 1 1 8 0 
• / 
DIGITAL READER-RECORDER SINGLE-SWEEP EASTMAN KODAK RFP0R1 HR BOYD J MC.Hl.IGh HR BOYD. 
METHOD 11-9-47 
TRACED FROM EASTMAN KODAK 
CO. DRAWING 
C - 3 1 1 8 1 DIGITAL READER-RECORDER DOUBLE-SWEEP EASTMAN KODAK REPORT HP BOYD J MCHlJflh HR BOYD 
±L METHOD Udb-tZ 
ID-31182 
&L 
CHASSIS OR 11 I ING TFMPI ATF AMP. AND W.I NOI AN n n'NFii JM SIMMONS 
LIMITER ASSEMBLY £. n-7-47 
TRACED FROM EASTMAN KODAK 
CO. DRAWING 
OBSOLETE 
£ - 3 1 1 8 3 PANEI DRILLING TEMPLATE AMP. AND JMSIMMONS D Q'NEIL JMSIMMOf-S 
• / LIMITER ASSEMBLY 11-7-47 
.OBSOLETE 
A - 3 1 1 8 4 
• / 
TERM. BOARD ASSEM. FOR AMP. AND LIMITER 
EST. DEMON. UNIT , 
WJ NOLAN XL_QLME.il 
i__ 11-8-1*7 
WJ NOLAh -OBSOLETE 
A - 3 1 1 8 5 TERM. BOARD ASSEM. FOR AMP. AND LIMITER WJ NOLAN D n ' N F I I W.) NOI AN 




AMPLIFIER AND LIMITER ASSEMBLY EST WJ NOLAN D Q'NEIL JMSIMMCt. WI_>.>W[_I_ i L. 
DEMONSTRATION UNIT 11-7-117 
X A-31187 
/ / 
STORAGE TUBE MOD IS OUTPUT WAVEFORMS WJ. NOLAN D Q'NEIL WJ NOLAh 
11-8-U7 ttrrr Hi ">M~t* 
A - 3 1 1 8 8 
_ j__ 
DETAIL OF DECIMAL DEYBOARD OPERATOR'S ________ FORRESTER LUND FORRFSTEF CWWATT 
CONSOLE - WWI 1 1 - 1 2 - f r l __________.il 








GUIDFD MISS H E DATA EVAIUATION SR-2 FDRRFSTFR ________ FORRFSTEF 
____________ 
A-31192 PROJFCT WHIRI WIND SR-2 FORRESTER D O 'NF I I FORRESIEh — 
___ n-n-47 RELEASED T0 3A. TM 
73-31193 
/ / 
NFGATIVF-CAPACITY AMPI IFIFR WJNOI AN R GOSS 
n-13-47 
WJ NOLAh SUPERSEDES SA-3QOS7 
*]>• 3 1 1 9 4 
__i_ 
VIDEO-AMPLIFIER WJ NOLAN R BOSS WJ NOLAh 




DEFI FCTION CIRCUIT R-137, £•'*»? WJ. NOLAN l MCHUGH WJ NOLAh 
n-n-47 
SIIPFRSFDFS SA-39?U? 
A - 3 1 1 9 6 . MODEL I I ASSEMBLY M-159 SH DODD 1 RQUSCH SH DODD PICTORIAL FROM SA-39347. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
» 
•• 























3 -31215- / 





T |T | c n c c r t I M 
MODEL 12 STORAGE TUBE ASSEMBLY 
MODEL 1 k ASSEMRI Y 
MnpFI IS & 16 ASSEMBLY 
PROBLEM SOLUTION SEQUENCE 
PROJECT WHIRLWIND ORGANIZATION 
TIME SCHEDULE FOR SUMMARY REPORT #2 
A SI Ml II AT ION SYSTFM 
PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE F I V E -
DIGIT MULTIPLIER 
SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT 
WHIRLWIND 1 CABINET PICTORIAL 
STAY H i NGE ARM 
STAY H|NGF RRACKFT 
STAY HINGE ARM & BRACKET ASS'Y 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC. 3 0 1 P A-REGISTER WWI 
AR-1 THRU AR-1S 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC, 3 0 3 , B-REGISTER, WWI 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC, 3 0 2 , ACCUMULATOR, 
DIGITS 1 THRU ^k. WWI 
INI FTCASF-PRFSSURF RFftlll ATOR 
OUTLET f .ASF- PRFSSIIRF RFRIIIATOR 
MniiNiTIN^ P P * r K F T P R F S S I I R F R F R I I I AT^R 
MOUNTING RRACKFT PRESS||RF RFGIII ATOR 
U J L U I I * 




























WK i 01m 
WK i ni in 
WK i ni ip 








































n MI IRRAY 
11-10-H7 














N TAYI nR 
N TAYLOR 
N TAYLOR 








H .F r 
^ - 1 6 - U f i 





VICTORIA! FROM SA-3Q36Q 
PICTORIAL FROM SA-39373 
PICTORIAL FROM S A - 3 9 3 8 2 - : : 
mum TO BARTA 
!-*•!+-]*.} 
USED IN ASS'Y A - 3 1 2 0 9 
USED IN ASS'Y A - 3 1 2 0 9 
USED IN ASS'Y n -311 
USED IN ASS'Y D-3115- l i - • 
USED IN ASS'Y n-^3115^U 
USED IN ASS'Y n - 3 1 1 5 k • • 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3i<a /tr 
















4 -31229- / 
yJ 
0-31.230-/ 
r / i 









-B- 31236 -i 
B-31237- / 
5 - 3 1 2 3 3 - / 
T I T L E 
VALVE PORT ' A ' PRESSURE REGULATOR 
VALVE PORT ' B ' PRESSURE REGULATOR 
VALVE LAND TUBE - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
DAMPER - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
SPRING GUIDE - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
STAY - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
ROD- PRESSURE REGULATOR 
ORIFIC.F DISC - PRFSSURF RFfilll ATDR 
NUT - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
BUSHING - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
ORIFICE SCREW - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
NICKEL SHEET 
NICKEL SHEET 
SIGNAL GRID ASS'Y 
SIGNAL PLATE 
SIGNAL PLATE SUPPORT 
SIGNAL PLATE ASSEMBLY 
1+-I Ffi 1 DAD 1 NlVr.nNF 
STORAGE ASS'Y 
STORAGE TURF FNVELOPE 
GRIDDLE EMBOSSING DIE 
USED IN 
> 





WK i nun 
WK LOUD 
WK i nun 
WK LOUD 
WK i nun 

















S H nnnn 















































S H nnoc 
SH DOPE 
SH DODC 
S H nnoc 









S H n n n n 





usFn I N A S S ' Y 0-311^1+ 
USEn IN ASS'Y D-^11Sl+ 
• 
USED IN ASS'Y D-3H5I+ 
USFD IN ASS'Y 0-3115!+ 
USEn IN ASS'Y 0-3115!+ 
usFn I N A ^ ^ ' Y n - 3 i i 5 U 
USEn IN ASS'Y 0-3115!+ 
U5Ffl IN ASS'Y D-3115I+ 
USED IN ASS'Y D-3HSI+ 
USED IN ASS'Y D-3I IRI+ 






APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.





^ - 3 1 2 4 2 - 3L 
•£>-31243-/ 
Sr 31244-/ 




















T I T 1 F n e e n I U 
10-LEAD STEM ASSEMBLY (ST IFF LEADS) 
STORAGF ASSFMRI Y MOUNTING 
HIGH VELOCITY 5 UP GUN MOUNTING ASS'Y 
LOW VELOCITY 5 UP GUN MOUNTING ASS'Y 
MODFI I I STORAGF TURF ASS'Y 
12 A 10 STORAGE TUBE ASS'Y 
STORAGF ASSFMRI Y 
STORAGE ASSEMRLY MOUNTING 
SIGNAL PLATE ASSEMBLY 
SFCONOARY Fl FCTRON COI 1 FOTOR ASSFMRI Y 
SECONDARY ELECTRON COLLECTOR 
SIGNIA' PI ATF 
ENVELOPE 
MODEL 13 STORAGE TURE ASSFMRI Y 
STORAGF ASSFMRI Y MOUNTING 
STORAGE ASSEMBLY 
SIGNAl PLATF ASSFMRI Y 
SIGNAI PI ATF 
MODEL 1UA STORAGE TUBE ASSEMBLY 
Mlf lHAt PtATE ASSEMBLY 
SIGNAL PLATE 
U J U U M l 









S H n o n n 
SH DODD 








































GRUNDBER!! SH DODD 
1-22-Hfi 
GRiiNnRFRc SH nonn 
1-15- I18 



























i SH DODD 
; SH nonn 
i SH DODD 
5 SH DODD 
i SH DODD 





! Fl OUREN 
COURT 



























































. # . 
TITLE * 
STORAGE ASSEMBLY MOUNTING 
STORAGE ASSEMBLY 
STORAGF TURF FNVFI OPF 
MODFI i k B STORAGF TURF ASSFMRI Y 
MODEL I S A STORAGE TUBE ASSEMBLY 
STORAGE TUBE ENVELOPE D E T A I L 
S I G N A L PLATE 
S I G N A L PLATE ASSEMBLY 
STORAGE ASSFMRI Y 
STORAGE ASSEMBLY MOUNTING 
STORAGE TUBE ENVELOPE 
4 
MDDFI I 5 R STORAGE TURF A<^FMR| Y 
STORAGE TUBE ENVELOPE 
PULSE GENERATOR FOR SHAFT P O S I T I O N 
INDICATOR 
C L E V I S - PRESSURE REGULATOR 
C I R C U I T S C H E M A T I C , 3 0 2 , ACCUMULATOR, 
WWI 2>i6trs 1 JHHJ 1^ 
C I R C U I T S C H F M A T I C j 1 Qg j i -PRf lQRAH f?Ff i I f i — 
D i f i l T S 0 - 1 R _ _ . ^ m . A - R E G I S T E R . D I G I T S 1 
C I R C U I T S C H E M A T I C , ? 0 ? , B - R E G I S T E R , WWI 
)><»», . n ? - e u T n c Q i n T C ^ V f y ! ! ! 
F IGURES 1 & 2 
F IGURES 1 . 2 . & 2A 





S T A R I F R RFPnRT 
! 
• I S . . . . 
F_1 -31 
J - - 4 - 3 - 4 - - • 
M-l68 
M - l 6 q 
M - 1 6 9 
• \ 
O R I G I -




















HP STARI F 
CRS 
N TAYI OR 
CW WATT 
CW WATT 
F I O R F N -
COURT 










• 1 ANT7 
^-29-48 
D ROUSH 
l 2 - 1 « ? - k 7 
n ROUSH 


























n n ' N F i i 
n-27- )n 
n n ' N F i i 
1 1 - 2 7 - 4 ' 


































N TAYLOF 1 
V8-48 
N TAYLOF N . H . T . 




Fl O R F N -
COURT 
F L O R E N -
COURT 
1-21-48 




H - F . 
4-2-48 
H . F . 
H.F. 
CLASS 
• •^ .4 ,-, — 
— • • • » • • • — 
— 
9-10-48 




H . F . 
6-22-48 
R E M A R K S 
/ 
FOR OTHFR FIGURES I N T H I S 
REPORT SEE A - 3 1 1 6 5 - 7 2 
PARTS L I S T 
C R E D U C T I O N / / - I f -
PARTS L I S T 
PARTS L I S T • -
i 
L 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
• 
























^ - 3 1 2 9 9 
"g -31300 
/ 1 
3 - 3 1 3 0 1 , 
4.4 
TITLE 
FIGURES S, <SA, 6 & 6A 
FIGURES 3 , U A J 
FIGURF^ 1 A 9 
HYDRAULIC. OR 1 VF FOR COCKPIT T 1! T 1 Nfi 
CHASSIS DRILLING TEMPLATE 
PANFI OR I I 1 INfi TFMPI ATF 
TFRMINAI ROARD #1 ASSEMBLY 
TERMINAL BOARD #2 ASSEMBLY 
TERMINAL BOARD #3 ASSEMBLY 
TERMINAL BOARD #1+ ASSEMBLY 
DRILLING TEMPLATE FOR TERMINAL BOARD #1 
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RF MARKEL T H E S I S 
R - 1 U 0 
RF MARKEL T H E S I S 
R - 1 & 0 
RF MARK£L T H F S I S 
R - l H o 
RF MARKFI T H E S I S 
R - 1 ^ 0 
RF MARKFI T H E S I S 
R - 1 U Q 
RF MARKEL T H E S I S 
R-IUQ 
RF MARKEL T H E S I S 
R-11+0 
RF MARKFL T H E S I S 
£slfcG 
RF MAPKF! T H F S I S 
R - 1 U 0 
RF MARKFI T H F S | S 
R - I U O 
RF MARKEL T H E S I S 
R - l UO 
RF MARIPEL T H E S I S 
R - 1 U 0 , . , 
RF MARKEL T H E S I S 
R-ito 
RF MARKFI T H E S I S 
:R - I 1+0 
RF MARKFL T H F S I S 
R - 1 UO 
RF MARKEL T H E S I S 


























































R E M A R K S 
IISFO I N A S S ' Y n - 3 l l l 8 R 
n s F n I N A S S I Y n - 3 i U R R 
-
I 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
-
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
~B- 3 1 1 9 1 
y y 
A- 31192 
A - 3 1 4 9 3 
"B- 31494 
A - 3 1 4 9 5 
vV 
A- 31496 . 
• / 
A- 31497 
A- 31498, . , 
A - 3 1 4 9 9 
A - 3 1 5 0 0 
A - 3 1 5 0 1 . 
A - 3 1 5 0 ? t 
3 - 3 1 5 0 3 
A- 31504 





A - 3 1 5 0 9 , , 
A - 3 1 5 1 0 
P ) - 3 1 5 1 1 . 
• • v 
T I T L E ! 
DETAIL-AUTOSYN SUPPORT-SINE DRIVE CONTRO 
FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
OFTA11-GENFRATOR SUPPORT- SINFDRIVF 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-DRIVE GEAR SUPPORT-SINE DRIVE 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-ECCENTRIC SUPPORT-SINE DRIVE 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-PLUNGER SUPPORT-SINE DRIVE 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-GUSSET-SINE DRIVE CONTROL FORCE 
LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-DRIVF SHAFT-SINF DRIVE CONTROL 
FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL -4P .D . GEAR ALTERATION -S INE DRIVE 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-ECENTRIC-SINE DRIVE CONTROL 
FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-ECCENTRIC ADJUSTING STUD-SINF 
DRIVE CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIP. 
DETAIL-ADJUSTING SCREW-SINE DRIVE CONTRO 
FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-ADJUSTING SCREW STOP-SINE DRIVE 
CONTROl FORCF 1 HAD 1NG TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-PITMAN-SINE DRIVE CONTROL FORCE 
1 OAniNR TFST FQIIIPMFNT 
DETAIL-FULCRUM P IN-S INE DRIVF CONTROL 
FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-PLUNGER-SINE DRIVE CONTROL FORCE 
LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-BUSHING-SINE DRIVE CONTROL FORCE 
LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-BEARING RETAINING RING-SINE DRIVE 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-OOUPL1NG ALTERATION -S INE DRIVF 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-D.C.GENERATOR ALTERATION-SINE DR1 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-INDICATOR CARD-SINE DRIVE 
CONTROL FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
DETAIL-POINTER- SINE DRIVE CONTROL 







































































































LJSFD IN ASSY 0-311*88 
USED IN ASSYD-?l486 
USED IN ASSY D-31U88 
IKFn IN ASSY 0 -31 U8fi 
USED IN ASSY D - ? l 4 8 8 -
USFD IN ASSY D-31I+88 
USED IN ASSY D - 3 A 8 8 
IKPD IN ASSY D-31I4RR 
USFD IN ASSY R-3 l4 f i f i 
IISFD IN ASSY D-31L88 
USED IN ASSY D - ^ l U 8 8 
USED IN ASSY D-31U88 
USFD IN ASSY n ^ l k f l f l 
USFD IN ASSY D-31I488 
USFD IN ASSY D ^ l L f i f l 
IISFn IN ASSY n-31 Ufift 
USED IN ASSY D-^1^88 
USFD IN ASSY D-71486 
IISFD IN ASSY n -3 l l t f iR 
USFD IN ASSY D ^ l l i f i R 
USED iN ASSY 0 - 3 1 4 8 8 . 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3ISI3-
D R A W I N G 




~D~ 31515 'A 
J> 31516-/1 























J > 31531 
C- 31532 5 
TITLE 
D E T A I L - S C R E W DOWEL-S INE D R I V E CONTROL 
FORCE LOADING TEST "EQUIPMENT 
M . 1 . T . B R A I D CLAMP 
C I R C U I T S C H E M A T I C . 1 0 3 . PROGRAM 
R E G I S T E R . WW I 
C I R C U I T S C H E M A T I C , 6 0 1 , CHECK R E G I S T E R , 
WWI 
C I R C U I T S C H E M A T I C , 1 0 ? , PROGRAM 
COUNTER, WWI 
TUBE VI ELECTRODE VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS, 
S W I T C H I N G T R A N S I E N T . C -C F L I P - F L O P 
U S E D I N 
WWI STANDARPSBOOK 
7.01+2 M-33I+ 
BRUCE HORTON T H E S I S 
El FCTRODF VOI TAGF WAVEFORMS, I N T E R S W I T C H I N G -HORTON T H E S I S 
I N T E R V A L . C A P A C I T I V E L Y - COUPLED F - F 
ELECTRODE VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS, RESTORER 
P U L S E S , C -C F L I P - F L . Q P 
ELECTRODE VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS, RESTORER 
P U L S E S . C-C F L I P - F L O P 
TUBE P I N CONNECTIONS FOR WWI 
C I R C U I T CONNECTIONS FOR PULSE 
TRANSFORMERS 
PLATE C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S M 1 N I A T U R F 
PENTODE. 6 A H 6 
I, AND I, V S . E „ M I N I A T U R E P E N T O D E . 
6 A H 6 
TRANSCONDUCTACE V S . E M I N I A T U R E 
PENTODE. 6 A H 6 
TUBE V? ELECTRODE VOI TAGF WAVFFORMS, 
S W I T C H I N G T R A N S I E N T . C -C F L I P - F L O P 
C A P A C I I I V E L Y - C O U P L E D F L I P - F L O P FACE V IEV 
C A P A C I T I V E L Y - C O U P L E D F L I P - F L O P 
GENERAL V I E W 
C A P A C I T I V E L Y - C O U P L E D F L I P - F L O P TE:~>T 
EQUIPMENT 
CAPAf . I T I V E L Y - C O U P I FD FI I P - F I OP AND 
SYNCHROSCOPE 
C I R C U I T S C H E M A T I C , 2 C 3 , F L I P - F L O P 
STORAGE R E G I S T E R , WWI 
BLOCK SCHFMAT I f . , 3 0 6 - 3 0 7 , Ml J) T I PI Y -
S H I F T CONTROL. WWI 
BRUCE HORTON T H E S I S 
BRUCE HORTON T H E S I S 
WWI STANDARS BOOK 
RRIJOF HORTON T H F S I S 
'BRUCE HORTON T H E S I S 
BRUCE HORTON T H F S I S 
BRUCE HORTON T H F S I S 
RRl l f .F HORTON THFS IS 
O R I G I -
N A T O R 
C EATON 
S ABBOTT 

























l - T i - 1 + 8 
R GOSS 
1 - 1 ^ 8 
D O ' N E I L 
1-16-1+8 
D O ' N E I L 
1-16-1*8 
D O ' N E I L 
1-16-1+8 
D O ' N E I L 
1-16-1+8 
:T LEARY 
i - i 6 - l [ R 
BR'JNSW 1 C 
2-18-1+8 
J ANT 7 
1 - 1 9 - 1 + 8 
J ANTZ 
1 - 1 9 - 1 * 8 
J ANTZ 
1 - 1 9 - 1 * 8 
n O ' N F I I 
1-19-1*8 
D O ' N E I L 
1 - 1 9 - 1 + 3 
n o ' M F I L 
1 - 1 4 - 1 * 8 
n O ' N E I L 
1-19-1*8 
n O ' N F 11 
1 - 1 9 - 1 + 8 
R WESTON 
1-1«5-1*8 
G R I F F I N 
7-12-U8 
E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 






















J . R. B . 
1 - 2 3 - l l 8 
• 
2 
H . F . 
vio-Hfi 
H . F . 
3 - 1 1 - 1 + 2 
H . F . 
3 
H . F . 
3 - 1 0 - 1 + 8 2 - 2 8 - 1 + 9 
H . F . 
T-U-W 
CLASS R E M A R K S 
USED IN ASSY D - 3 1 U 6 8 
TRACED FROM INDUSTRIA I 
PROD.CO. DWG. # 1 P C - D 1 1 1 • 
SUPFRSFDFS t i n ^ p P R j - g 
•OBSOLETE* . SEE D - 3 1 2 7 6 
' Ul L '. Li i - 5 c - 3 
v -OBSOLETEs-SEE E - 3 2 ^ 7 6 
S U P F R S F O F S Q n . ? o ? 8 U - a 













F R - 3 U P 
SUPERSEDES SD-39?8< - , - 3 
O B S O L E T E ^ S E E E - 3 1 6 2 1 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
31533 
D R A W I N G 





























$ - 31552-5 
ft-31553 
T I T L E 
FLOW DIAGRAM CONTROL FORCE L O A D I N G 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
ASSEMBLY H Y D R A U L I C PUMPS &. TANKS CONTROI 
FORCE LOADING TEST EQUIPMENT 
V I D E O AMPI I F I E R OF F . S t T . DEMONSTRATOR 




TOP PI ATF 
CHASSIS S I D E PLATE 
C H A S S I S S I D E PLATE 
C H A S S I S S I D E PI ATF 
C H A S S I S S I D E PLATE 
CHASSIS BOTTOM PLATE 
CORNER POST 
BRACE 




R I nr.K s r . H F M A T i r . 3 0 8 , D I V I D F C O N T R O I , W W I 
DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM FOR S I N G L E - P U L S E 
RECORDING ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
U S E D I N 
> 
• • 
E . S . P I C H T H E S I S 
PROGRESS REPORT Sk 
O R I G I -
N A T O R 







K E N O S I A N 
KFNOS|AI \ | 
<ENOS1 AN 
KENOSIAN 










FH R I C H 
D R A W N 
BY 
H 1 OVFTT 
1-20-1+8 
H LOVETT 
1 - 2 0 - 1 + 8 
R WESTON 
1 2 - ^ - 1 + 7 
J SURVAL 
W-l+8 

































P WOI FF 
1 2 - 1 0 - 1 + 8 
F.n R | T H 
»-2*-fc8 
•} HORFRH 
1 2 - 1 1 - 1 + 8 
FT R ! r w 
G R A D E D 
1 2 
H . F , 
i+^-i+e 
3 
H r F . 
1 2 - 1 5 -
C L A S S 
-̂  
£ 
R E M A R K S 
I I S F O I N A S S Y n=3 - i 6oc . -
USED IN ASSY C - ^ l c O Q 
||SFO |K A s s y r . - 3 1 ^ 0 Q 
I ISFn IN ASSY C - ^ l f i O Q 
USED IN ASSY C - g l 6 Q 9 
USED IN ASSY C - j l ^ O Q 
I I S F O IN A S S Y r . - 3 l £ n q 
I ISFD IN ASSY - C - 3 1 f ^ 0 9 
IISFD IN ASSY f - 3 1 ( ^ 0 0 
IISFO IN ASSY C - 3 1 ^ 0 9 
n s F n I N A S S Y r . - 3 l £ Q 9 
USED IN ASSY C - 3 1 6 Q Q 
~Pfl#TS LttT 
_USXD._1^L_ASSY_-A^ JI-5I+8 
IJSFn IN ASSY C - 3 1 6 0 9 
USED IN ASSY. C T « 3 1 6 0 9 
I 




Pr- 31 554 




















A - 31569 
"3- 31570-3 
• • 








VOLTAGE WAVEFORM OF A TYPICAL 





BASIC CIRCUIT F F - I 
BASIC CIRCUIT CC-I 
BASIC CIRCUIT GT- I 
BASIC CIRCUIT GT-2 
BASIC CIRCUIT GT-3 
BASIC CIRCUIT GT-1+ 
BASIC CIRCUIT QT-«7 &. GT-6 
BASIC CIRCUIT BA-1 
BASIC CIRCUIT BA-2 
BASIC CIRCUIT BA-1+ 
BASIC CIRCUIT BA-*) 
BASIC CIRCUIT IND-1 
BASIC CIRCUIT TT-1 
BASIC CIRCUIT GG-1 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC. ^ 0 1 , A REGISTER,. WWI 
A f i - n 




E . S . RICH THESIS 
PROGRESS REPORT #k 
E - I C L M 6 Q I , M - 3 0 ^ ( - I 
2 ; <iO 
E _ i o i k M - ^ 0 6 
E-101+ 
F - l f t l l 
F - m k 
E-1Cl* 
E-10U 
E - I O U . F-1Q7 
E - 1 0 U . M - 3 0 6 , M - 3 ^ Q 
E -10U . M-^06 
E - i o U . E - q ^ 







J . A . O ' B 
J . A . O ' B 
. l , A , O'R 
. l , A , O'R 
.11 O'R 
J t A . O » R 
J . A . O 'B 
J . A . O ' B 
. I . A . O ' R 
J . A . O ' B 
J . A T 0 « B 
. i . A . O ' R 
J . A . O ' B 



















F WOI SIO 
1-1Q-1+R 










F WOI SKY 
2-10-1+8 













. I . A , O ' R 
J . A . O'B 
. I . A . O ' R 
. I . A , O ' R 
. I . A . O'R 
J . A . O'R 
J / A . O'R 
J . A . O ' B 
• I .A . O'R 
J . A . O ' R 
J , A , O ' R 
J . A . O ' B 
J . A . O ' B 








H . F . 
7-12-1+8 
3 
H . F , 
2-1+-1+9 
H . F . 





USED IN ASSY A-3161O 
• 
USED IN ASSY A - 3 I 6 I O 
IISFO IN ASSY A-31610 
USED IN ASSY A - 3 1 6 1 c 
SIIPFRSFOFS AS-3QU^5 
SUPERSEDES SA-3QI+66 





SUPFRSFOFS SA-^Ql l6q 
* OBSOLETE-SUPER.BY B-31721 
fi 
SUPFRSFDFS RA-3JI171 
SUPERSEDES S A ^ q U j U 
SUPFRSFDES RA-39U75 
SIIPFRSFnFS S A ^ q l i q i 
PARTS I 1ST 
I 

























A - 3 1 5 9 5 
£2. 
TITLE ' USED IN 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC-309, OVERFLOW AND SPECI ^L 
ADD MEMORY, WWI 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC, 30U A 3 0 8 , DIVIDE 
ERROR & SIGN CONTROL WWI 
DOOR HaNGE SPECIFICATIONS FOR REAR-
PANEL OF RACK POWER CONTROL UNIT 
TEMPLATE FOR BACK PANEL SUPPORT OF RACK 
POWER CONTROL UNIT 
TERMINAL BOARD ASSY FOR RACK POWER 
CONTROL UNIT 
INPUT & FILTER STAGE FOR PERIODIC 
PROGRAM CONTROL 
D R I I I IMfi TFMPI ATF FOR PFROD1C. PROGRAM 
CONTROL RESISTOR BOARDS FOR MgLT|PL|E.R 
CHASSIS DRILLING TEMPLATE FOR PERIODIC 
PROGRAM. CQMTHOL 
RELAY CIRCUITS STORAGE TEST 
EST DEMONSTRATION UNIT GATE-TIMING 
DIAGRAM NO. 1 
CIRCUIT-A DIGIT SWITHING CIRCUIT 
TIMING CIRCUIT 
CIRCUIT-B ELECTRONIC SWITCH SELECTOR 
CIRCUIT 
CIRCUIT-C RELAY SELECTOR CIRCUIT 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC,306-307, MULTIPLY-
SHIFT CONTROL, WWI 
FUNDAMENTAL SHAPE OF THE SECONDARY 
EMISSION OUTPUT CURVE F I G . 1 
SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE BASIC 
CIRCUIT FIG 2 
OSCILLOGRAM OF A SECONDARY ELECTRON 
CURRENT PULSE WITH 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE MEASURING 
SET-UP F I G . k 
SCHEMATIC SHAPE OF THE ELECTRON PATHS 
AT LOW AND HIGH POTENTIALS F I G , g 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TUBE 
UflU 6 
CONTROL MEASUREMRNT ON MAGNESIUM METAL 
—STATIST ICAL . —EXPERIMENTAL MEASURgM 
' • » . 
W . J . NOLAN THES IS 
F .A . FOSS THESIS 
PROPOSAL 
F .A . FOSS THESIS 
PROPOSAL 






















































F WOI SKY 
1-1S-U8 





































H t F . 
n-9-« 








*/AS ORIft lNAI 1 Y R-SI7F 
REDRAWN - 3 
-
PARTS L IST 
I 
«mj , 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
A - 3 1 5 9 6 







A - 3 1 6 0 " 







ft~ 31610 L 
ft-31611 
^ 
a - 3 1 6 1 ? 
3 1 6 1 " 




• • • > 
TITLE 
VARIOUS OUTPUT CURVES MEASURED ON 
DIELECTRIC MATERIALS 




RLOf.K SCHEMATIC, 3 IO POINT-OFF CONTROL, 
WWI 
CAP ASSEMBLY IPC-TSOO 
WEATHERPROOF CAP FOR BNC PLUGS 
IPC-DIO^ 
BNC ADAPTER 2 MALE ENDS 1 PC-t5l»7l5 
BNC ADAPTER 2 FEMALE ENDS 
KNOB (SPECIAL) 
CALCULATING HOLES CENTERS OF BOLT 
CIRCLES 
BASIC CIRCUITS GT-7 AND GT-8 
BLOCK SCHEMATIC,' " j - D I G I T MULTIPLIER 
CATHODE FOLLOWER ASSEMBLY 
)AD AND HOUSING ASSEMBLY 
TERMINAL BOARD ASSEMBLY 
TERMINAL BOARD ASSEMBLY 
CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
TIME SCHEDULE - DEFLECTION CIRCUITS 













ED BLUMENTHAL THESIS 



































































































TRACED FROM WALTHAM HOROL-
OGICAL DRAWING A - n l + - F 
TRACED FROM WAI THAM HOROL -
OGICAL DRAWING 4 - 1 9 7 - 2 
REPLACES f . - 'KWOf i - l WAS E 
SIZE B-C REDUCTIONS 
PARTS L IST 
PARTS LIST 





APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
T I T L E USED IN 




E N G ' G 
APPROVAL 
G R A D E D 
CLASS. 
3/£) / 









MODFI 1 TURF TFSTFR CONTROI CIRCUIT FOR 
SUPPLY NO. 1+ 
PR BROWN JJS PR BROWN 
2-17-1*8 
E-31619-F CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC, 3 0 ^ - 3 0 8 , DIVIDE- ERRCR G SUMNER MCHUGH G SUMNER 3JL*. H.F. -EARTS-UST— 
J_i_ AND SIGN CONTROL, WW I 2-2?-1*8 -27-1*8 7-7-^8 7-8-US 1 2 - 1 7 - 1 8 
^ - 3 1 6 2 9 QPFRATIDM MATRIX OUTPUT CIRCUIT J 0 'BR I Eh WOLSKY • 1 n ' R R i F J 
< 2-2^-1*8 
E-3162i~/£ CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC, 2 0 3 , FLIP-FLOP D BROWN JGANTZ D BROWN H . F . H.F. 
STORAGE REGISTER, WW I 2-2l+-l*8 3-l*-^8 3-5-1*8 T0-7-WI 
SUPERSEPES P-3T531 _ 
PARTS L IST 
"j> 31622-3- MOniFlFn P-S SYNCHROSCOPF WITH SSPI JO ELY d_Hj£Jbl& JO FIY 
C-R TUBE CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC 
u. /O-g-fl 
REVISION OF RAP. LAB. 
PRAWING 
A-31623 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR BNC idQDGPON 
±L CONNECTORS 2-25-1*8 
FILM FB-3T7 
POSITIVI : 
> 31624-/ MOPEL 1 TUBE-TESTER POWER SUPPLY NO. 2 0 BROWN JJS D BROWN 
2-26-1*8 2-17-1*8 
c - 3 1 6 2 5 - 3 
, iL 
MOPEL 1 TUBE-TESTER CONTROL CIRCUIT 0 BROWN JJS D BROWN 
FOR S.UPPIY NO. ? g-17-Hg 
C-31626 WW I SCHEPULE FORM JANUARY TO 
DECEMBER 191*8 
P OSBORNE BRUNSWIG)j OSBORN OBSOLETE SEE C - 3 2 ^ 3 1 . 
2-26-1*8 2-26-1*8 
p-31627 VACCUM TURF LIFF-TFST RACK O'BRIEN MCHUGH J J O'B 
JL 3-1-1*8 3-1-1*8 
X?-31628 DRILLING TFMPIATF FOR SUR-PANFI OF JJ O 'B MCUUGtL • I-IQ'B 
J-L VACUUM TUBE LIFE-TEST RACK 1-1-1*8 V I - 1 * 8 
C-31629 SUR-PANEI ASSEMBLE VACUUM TURF L I F F - JJ O'B MCHUGH 
RACK v i - i * 8 v i - i * 8 
JJO 'B 
f\ 31630 VACUUM TUBE LIFE-TEST RACK JONES STRIP JJ O'B MCHUGH JJ O'B 
MARKER V I - U 8 3 - 1 - ^ 
C.- 3163J CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC FOR VACUUM TUBE L IFE 
TEST RACK 
J J O ' B -MCHUGH J J O'B 
F- 31632-// CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC, 3 0 ? , OVERFLOW AND 
SPECIAL ADD MEMORY WWI 
V 1 - l * 8 V 1 - 1 + 8 
G SUMNER J ANTZ fi HORERG 
3s3s&fi 12-lMS. 1-H9 
H . F . H.F. PARTS L I S T 
U - 2 0 - U 1-^-1*' > 
A-31633 •ERACKFT- CW WATT VEINOT CW WATT 
v </ 3-3-^8 vv^8 
SUPERSEDED BY SYLVAN IA 
DRAWING R60K001* 
"6-31634 TIME SCHEDULE ST OUTPUT_CJRCUITS H=252- CAMPLING _JS_ CAMPLING 
{_/ VhW vv'tS 
g- 3 1 6 3 5 - / to CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC, 2 0 3 . FLIP-FLOP D BROWN WOLSKY 
STORAGE OUTPUT, WWI 2-26-1*8 
D BROWN H . F . 
3-5-K* 
H.F. 
1 o-6-l*! I 
SUPERSEPES D-3 l l *S0 AND 
p-31531 - PARTS LiST 
7)-31636 BLOCK SCHEMATIC, 106 , TIMF-PUISF 
^ _ DISTRIBUTOR CONTROL. WWI 
_JA O 'B P WOLFE. JA n 'R 
vio- i*8 
£-31637 CLOCK AND RESTORER PULSE SOURCE KENQS1AN MCHUGH KFNIPS IAN REPLACES SP-39535 
SCHEMATIC 3-19-1*8 














0 3 1 6 8 
£-31649 
C- S L650 
£>- 3 L651 
C-31652 





£ - 3 1 6 5 8 
TITLE 
TIMF SCHFDIIIF- A - RFGISTFR PROGRAM 
REGISTER 
TIME SCHEDULE IN-OUT REGISTER 
TIMF SOHFDIJI E - ACCUMIII ATOR 
T IMF SCHFDtJI F - Fl IP-FLOP STORAGE 
REGISTER 
TIMF sr.HFnni F - Fl IP-FI nP STORARF 
OUTPUT 
TIMF SCHEDULE - 3 ^ BUS DRIVERS 
T i u r c c u r n n i r DpoHPAM RFfi lSTFP 
TIMF ^CHFOIIIF - PROGRAM COUNTER 
TIMF SCHFDUI E - CHECK REGISTER CHECK 
TIMF SCHFOIIIF - 1NPUT-OUTPIIT REGISTER 
TIMF <^HFP"LF - COMPARISON REGISTER 
TIME SCHEDULE - CONTROL SWITCH 
TIME SCHEDULE - OPERATION TIMING CONTRO 
TIME SCHEDULE - PROGRAM TIMING MATRIX 
f | M F SCHFDUI F - TIMF PII|C.F DISTRIBUTOR 
TIME SCHEDULE - CLOCK PULSE CONTROL 
TIME SCHEDULE - ARETHMETIC CONTROL 
TIME SCHEDULE - PULSE GENERATOR 
TIME SCHEDULE - REGISTER DRIVERS TYPE 2 
TIMF sr.HFnil l F - RFRISTFR DRIVERS TYPE 1 





































































OBSOLETC-NOW PART OF 
31638 
-OBSOLETE NOW PART OF 
31638 
OBSOLETE NOW PART OF 
31638 
OBSOLETE NOW PART OF 
3163Q 














APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3/&S? 
D R A W I N G 






















T I T L E 
T I M E SCHEDULE - S P E C I A L ADD MEMORY 
T I M E SCHEDULE - D I V I D E CONTROL 
A R I T H M E T I C CONTROL 
T I M E SCHEDULE - D I V I D E ERROR CONTROL 
S I G N CONTROL, A R I T H M E T I C CONTROL 
T I M E SCHEDULE - TOGGLE SWITCH STORAGE 
OUTPUT 
T I M E SCHFDIJI F - STORAGF SWITCH 
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r 32046^ 
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1 C- 3 2 0 4 9 - ' 
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Pf iUsJtn- e. ft i N i ^ X | _.. 
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(^<\Ti U t f 
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TITLE 
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" P I ; I T r. u ., i 
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H < ; i ] ? p L . ! t 5 M w X 
pio/O j?i/4 Fog. Cct>£ Foe StoLvTrct* 
or A « . j i T » « / * M i £*OA-rtAM± 
& U A L . T ( L t a f i < i CC^(?ihtir\-JtcM • 
Q a o ^ L t O F . L i P f u P 
^ C i P - t u o f * r e s ' e g a i f W A T " 
\ 3 C o o f c \> » ( ^ f a f f . ^ ^ 
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CfifiHt-' ' "?» "•• - r)fV/7 flF<E~flC C.ANTQAL 
RriCr. • y 6 -
^ f i r - aL #/) £L t i ; ' • " / > Fl (ii- i_t'NT^?ol-
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CA-"BL£ // i / h /w l #/?< r/j/i / y .,_ 
i ! - A'i i 
C&hLE f/a& i. i. • • i i t 
• ,. • • r 
ifMftMC VL i N ^ A a f l n ^ H wur r 
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s jv f^ i 




Q> 3 2 1 3 3 y J 
£ . 3 2 1 3 4 , 
3 2 1 3 5 ^ 
£ 32136,,, 
£ 32137 ^ 
^ 32138 
A - 32139, 
h- 3 2 1 1 0 
A-- 3 2 1 1 1 4 J 
A - 3 2 1 1 2 ^ 
PK- 3 2 1 1 3 , . 
ft 32144,, 
U • 32115-1 








^ w . 3 2 1 ^ / 
TITLE 
EfTto-^fr-v ?(ju>e(\, o.AQict, f\ c 
z^e.^ f \us ^ > T (f\%^ 
^ S T t i u t f r n D r J - A ^ ^ d k A(?iTHm£r/d 
F L E m E N T leEA/STE./? i f l i V E e - V W E 
IT^>K\UL-RT\^J • £ 0 V^(5-iiUV-\A i -T 
( \ ( i> rv4^ tT \c G L C ^ M T Rf<c\< NWJ. 
i ^ 5 r -\ L * - * T , . o r-i f\ V5f £ tf j-r,^ me rt/L. 
?>fi*T*/>L. RAC« YlYi-H 
\\\sitM-L-pmcfJ - A v ^ fl*>rrms-rifc« 
^oNT/S" (- f?A£K hlk/'T 
^\(V\V«r- 5 C \ \ t d U ^ T f e . N v f o C l ^ ^ M 
yfatLvNC* Ult-lXUt n v i T W L PlXKfW 
E ^ C O T o f A b . C - . ^ ^ ^ < V ) 0 W ^ 
A \ l O o u y o u T S 
£ ^ e c r - : . f pvafcs c^ siOiOftc P L A T ^ 
£ f - f € c T of- ACV,fcS o^i S e f t C t i U 
"< , l&Cr 
( S f ^ C T " . i f ft b . C ^ C L f B i C O O ^ 
NT I O U ./ . cTJ 
C r ^ v f Li^Cj- v ^ C . " r » r \ ^ r 
) f t3fTe.v-C5><^*^0\\<"*C~- ^ O M ' A O M i ^ i 
<̂ sv srtt-'c • \v4€A rtv* • 
£l_( <?. t U i P CAAJC,VJ*AY 
L«v^ S f « O ^ t ^ h U C - O C 
SrorAc:>£,-T\JA£. & f a U f 
O A j U * J \ 1 A * v ( r t J ,- tJ^Uf 
S i D t - TwriETrtari f\itvi ~Eo < 
T?«o« TERMINAL R&C.IAMIJ&NT S).LHEDL>L.£ 
7?A&* fill Vl/l'/r 
'fxhe.K TERMINAL /}<,.<.!&/*/MEN7 WDVLE: 
•'} -
•• • 
opiuGfK^rr^cTj c-wiarvT fcxn vfl<i\aqt£~ 
RlfclautNCf cuar- f°uufe c-e<"Y*sAn^ 
USED IN 
K - V ^ 
VA - t n 3 
t^<oT3 
| A < ~ ' ) 3 
1 ^ J -J 
Y A ^ 
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F - 5 ^ 
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^ 5 ^ 
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fV 321 54 
• / 
i^g&PQUftvjti £oO- ^ i ^ i 7 e-4< J . < r o < t f ^ f ' f i . i ' V 
<£ C Q ^ f c ^ 
P I >J A T T m p-32.1.55-' V) 5 T f t , U ^ f t ~ u t J ft \' - £ \ *j£ O \ iou .Tf r ( Q-g K' P f t J S 
Sop v r e i--i i * c- ^P A C I C t\-\<£. ^ j . \ jr. i/£ 
p> 321.56 EM • P ' ^ - ' ^ i^Tfe.(lUcl<>. 
K\AM^i<^t- 1ZB. 
U 1 ^ \ < 
ST 
$ > • 
3 2 1 5 7 - / 
^ 3> - ^ U , S € - > ^ l X C f<T\ OtJ " r v i ^ ^ f t t * 
^uV, 
$ 3 2 1 5 8 * fi'A- • T-USg. I ^ ^ r f t - ^ g j MA^ ' i ^U _ J ' 
"Rf-.C-V^ y j r t t 
0 -32159 P < - p Q l ^ f c g . J ) U ^ C ' 
_ _ _ f ~ 
D 32160"/ I ^ST f tUV ft~T I 6 ̂  f - 4 V o C t - ^ S r fc V) ft^> ftTtC 0 
< • • • : - • • • • ' . 
C w ( \ ^ fcgiK,M4«»> 
^ U - ^ 
C ^ A > 7 iLL 
-
D - 32161-/ I^J . fr-r \o^' ^
f \ - vj v i L . y ^ c - t \i^o>v,ATiw \ l WyiV-J y fT^^t-M^V e.^Vrr H f 
9-0 \<\ 
o -3 2 1 6 2 1 
Kl. ^ S i - C feLfiH ILL 
JNMS 
O-32163* ; 
( r*^ w v t -.-Vi\^' 
' t x i c (wt -y / ) 





9\<a • N QurfN<j€ :5-i W- f v ^ C v ; < V T l r. 
a a \ - ^ 
D- 3 2 1 6 5 - / 
^ Li 
p H - vlov,-
S-b-^ 
P 3 2 1 6 6 ' 
, h 
f i v - -J o ^ - ' 'N.-0' i i £ 
•i frCufVT^-. ^ > 1 ^ 
^ o-32167-y u 
f \ 3 • •VQUTftCf €, C.vMftfT 
i ± i ^ i l _ _ — . ««, <f. u " V<| 
fc 3 2 1 6 8 ; / 
n vH- ' \i riuTwCr £ -til 
i " " ' ^ • R f t c . k . o I i » / 
7 ai>Nr | A ^ ? - ^ ^32169 y\ft6o .^a^crofl. ft^oc 
C r a t - C oT^M* 
ft tt^T U ^ 
tVO I 
:..F.-.ot^-. r̂v 32176, T>c>,2> ^nf t tLA^ ^ <sfiTC.rufee V M ^ \ i o •• i ' M 0^jiwjM,\cr(.^Tv^3'<. 
Aindi 
A-32171 F \ G <o T f e S T SfcTiAf srnfi . G f t T t ^ C , 
£ q<-oiv £ufa&Sg 
— l i ^ -
^Z Pv-32172 F\C -i T&ST ^CT^P fxafy 
r5iNAH^ C.ou^Tfe/1. 
- ^ 32173 r^6-\ T
C S T ^^pcAf yo<L 
/ y SNj N HA (Lu »j | 7. g <1 
2 ^ 
E - 32174 
4 LVU'JT 
t\'M _ •• H, 'T2 
I U y 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
£ - 3 2 1 7 5 , / / 
b- 3 2 1 7 6 ^ 
ft- 3 2 1 7 7 / / 
"b-321.78 , 
O - 3 2 1 7 9 f 
J) - 3 2 1 8 0 y 3 
£ - 3 2 1 8 1 ' / 
E - 3 2 1 8 2 
T>- 3 2 1 8 3 
C - 3 2 1 8 4 
fV 3 2 1 8 5 
tfV 3 2 1 8 6 , 
C- 3 2 1 8 7 - ^ 
t . 3 2 1 8 8 - ' 
L 3 2 1 8 9 
^ „ 3 2 1 9 0 y 
C- 3 2 1 9 1 ^ 
C - 3 2 1 9 2 ^ 
- 3 2 1 9 3 4 
< - 3 2 1 H 4 / 
e, 3 2 1 9 5 1 
T I T L E 
Cf>&i f * ^ V v *\KT\o* w \ f \ ^ \ ^ Cr 5 
' ^ > t j \ ^ 
^ 5 S M Q i V ^ ' ' i< f W f c t i v - S ^ f f t M 
Cov-n.Lvi'w .V^J^LT 
^ M f - l l X ^ - ' - T l v ^ t V r i i V w R < 
• S t V r o^OD<LC^ 
|v«r"M-u r £ u V- (- U J , . . . . . , 
t S H s T f e t A t / ' ^ - i -
TOifcitfC-
i n'fc v u 17 
C,il?.i r»o_ '& ** ̂ A € , c ^ P T i ' v »•< ^ j r ^ " 
- l ^ - f - n O < T 6 C o ^ S o L C 
ft^i A * T I A,? Pi,f>Flt,f> &Xeuv 
RucK Cutuit 
KT\ OfJ f i ) ^ t * V ' '*" u u V 
( W W )J| 
p d G f - . H l A - J . . . - . - V ^ - k ; 
r<to-> uo v.--*. >&* wi$W 
TM^>!-P.U- in r f toT STf t i l , i u r^ STCAP^ 
' £ S A ^ v J u ^ - ^ I A 7*ASMif>s-»5fc.' bO- ik is 
' ' ' . - : " . • , ' . • S l ^ 
f - t ft u K^OL , g ^ ? u f ^ e . 
t i f ^ ^ e f L ^ T f , ' <E~tA&-£. f W ) € C U S V W l f c -
l>oo» I A s i>» >~rc K 
Ĵ 3 
w > 
n l n r t i « U M Prtnt i JTDST-AIL 1 - ^ ^ p ^ r i i r r f - - S i t e 
^ c i / i n f , , ^ r - o l uw"i 
•;.:.•' i f i i . IT *AHBL " T ' l / H * S l ^ f f ^ ' / i * : ' 
A<?-a WJ./ I 
mofco .̂« QL« s-uuiva 
vjkt>€c» Cft^ct <k^wv\? 
VlOtfc Cfc&uC f o i - W J 
\;ioeo Cfc(it< t-oiitt̂ vS 
V/Dfco r p « L * foJut*.S~ 
VIDto C A 6 L t rO,rf ft i 
USED IN 
M-7o4 
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h\ i/J v^X 
C ftft^Vs TUCsiS 
6 ; !,^it' 
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b ^ t w . 











f- / 9- V* 
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*— 6 ^3So i. £ TE*"*£/,fl&eS£bB >. 
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- R- 32215;' 
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TITLE 
H \ € C T , n '.- . . . . CWA<Cy* 
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•J i D c c ft G ^« f <&<W\ J 
C?I/?CD iT S e H £ i i \ i i T i c | Au i t i u iA i< l y 
I D I G - I T i H T t i t f L O C K , W w T 
1 . . 
' - U l - ^ l ( t t w . l > . ^ 
i • . ' 
KCCT IS ̂ 6 f1- N f o V d o r* TC. 0 L~ 
""l"t" / £ T-ty ^ £ S*) G hi & I G-C MVV* A T—Tid̂ L-
OtocJt s c M O M v p t j Ticcj»5."vv;^. D ^ U M ^ O -
vW^ V<_. ' p-\P t J- «0 ^ -V 
F1 S-7 Vf^/I ALP - I r./> JSIJ^AJ & itfZan \AI ):>'». L 'pA-.-i'irirl 
fbUtiO*< <;GM-E>NA£*C-\£_ , I'"2-) » ? -£^EI ! -£P- -
Vu M t e i*>J«? A-r^R. I A J W I 
r>"t ! r ( • 1 ' . , . < ! • -
Ht_(-
• • 1 ' > . , c t ^ T T 11 1 A 
iA\ t Ptft> "bo-c^D v j |, 
i T ? U T (Pc 11 »rt n. c i fam, v-w 
•©i-jbeve S<LV<t*Nfvr\C , > ( j /k ^£A( r ( lAK 
CewotoTU^ i ^ v j j \ 
w"i v _ . _ - " ^ L / L C / ' • i TS 
I f I/P£m> a - 1 .-• 
. 
CiTt \ 'VT W fi 
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REMARKS 
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APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
ft- 32217 , 
fy 322:18 £ 
*$- 322:1.9^ 
C- »*23jjO ^ 
J) 32221^ 
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T I T L E 
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AR. ^ P v i L t ^ a c " P f t T r ' t U K i ' 
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c / 
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.... 
U S E D IN 
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CLASS. 
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REMARKS 
U 3 C b ON A ^ ^ ^ 
^•SQiauotC 3/WI ' 
" ^ ^ O W J T V D J ^ 
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U i € D DW ^ i * ) 
f l f l l 
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- K - 3 1 2 ' i ' l 
U S t . 0 orJ ftiSYS !: 
0 3iH|<f ' 
U^CR ^^ ,̂ srsv 
C *^34| 
— 




A 3 2 2 . 3 8 ' / 
J> 322,39 • 
£ 3 2 2 4 0 ; 
a 3 2 2 4 1 £ 
ft 3 2 2 4 2 -
£ - 3 2 2 4 3 „ 
K 3 2 2 1 4 
JV32245 
| g 3 2 2 4 ^ 
g - 3 2 2 4 7 - ^ 
A 3 2 2 4 8 
/ \ _ 3 2 2 4 9 £ 
A - 3 2 2 5 0 1 
W 32251s 
A - 3 2 2 5 2 / 
/ \ 3 2 2 5 3 ^ 
t\- 3 2 2 5 4 ; 
A. 32255 T 
^ 32236 j 
A 32257 £ 
/4 33258 ' 
TITLE 
- rrh , „rtl *,.. 
fl . f , 
C* 
•" . ) • . . . ' . ' • • • • . . •' £ ( c . 7. ^ 1 
| <r 
Ei/fff lsftarrtaCTpfle ftTS^ 3«S"" 
N o D * ! ^ 3-o4 ^.1 P-€S-€f\ajCV\ 
r ^ 6 f - A-3\5Y 
" * j A f U i (=T-„ As S w M OCX. NJTI l*J ^r 
-m'LCsCX - ^ 5 3 ^ 
\ 
S) G ^ ft c- ^ ft r e ft 5 sw 
t ^ H f J U T T^vJiOC Qjb^T(kO«- yAAnT* 
?*Ac 
^Vfc*JfoU<- P M t L ftS5tH(iL^ iCiCf 
toWttjCtfaJj -A $ Sf GC„AL, "VD& VMweibi ^ w ~ 
U \ r t O T S usG S Pa IL *"? £A fck&Ctf 
"TLM,*>CS \c^ .̂o ^ | 
W A y ~ u VQ Y C u C - \ ^ f £ 
S U T C U . T P(\.\ t^T€ft- CA GJCVAA^S 
'Te 5T J f r v f ?ofc SToa.A^t o u r -
^ T Ci o-cw-cr 
MOCm&C CAACjCt-^\H<^ ^x€-CvxvT 
Ci f ^ f ? , ( ^ O X A T ^/lCA\>6o>A(LL> 
ao<? ^»e^> 
- x » , ,, 1 ' 
( j J^T ' roM Ll lCikK 
"9iM^Sc TflAH-Sfccrt H t ^ S 
p nNSN»v.rr£ k " b u n t i 6 V ^ T * ' 
^11 Lao iX i> | ( t f B - , ^ - n
 cS-\b*1f«VM. 
\Aa * \ ^ Q A \t_ *Xc t u>i A L c S-A<? v«. ^lvis-v)\ 
Yrvr\',ivvc lAv^ GV^-VP £ 
USED IN 
A - 4 3 * 
^ M S T 
.. . .• 
p ^ c c TU£S:iS 
C t i f l - f t M M P u r t ^ * 
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l i i ^ S L L / 
\-^-yc^ 
^ - ^ f 
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^ 3 2 2 5 9 " QpPAJSATU* . • 
^3-ftro 
£ 3 2 2 6 0 
•K322t?£ 
^ - ^ 
ipLAypACtC ti£AT>*> fr'af 
&o<-Mr <;<-•• *A-trno/vnc ) f?fcĉ Hs-nfft-=-
j\Q > <jt.:.^ f> Art a L , -TMf 6 . 1 ^ *4X 
£ . ^?<r* T W E S I 
7T 
i-si^i 
_. - ;0 " ffttcys L\sr 
f-ff i i ff 
A 3 2 2 6 2 " yp>eAL MAGNETIC*' ^.EAt> ^-KfciwAi. o<A ^ ^ _ j $ ^ _ 
Mh<*N£TlC /ff-CC-R-QiNG. 2>Sm< 
R-lS 
£ 32263 
~v- • 7 
• g s t i g-S(Q /^S <te/ 
'an tint R-u 
£-3226 S4£ S U ? C K s£tkS»tUma£^ UQ, aas. IpuQ tLK. fcL£_ FfeF/O/ iCTcv DmLflOt. w ^ \ vM?-*r 10 ^ 
ŷ  32265 r n ^ - rc>bp niv.TpuY Jftux^ofe S V < U i * * £_ilik_ f l > l ^ ^ ££R- R<s / ;q, ^ 
t>>Mfc - S B ^ ^ C THfea ;J G-llH- *- n . ^ £ftHk3 
Kr. 32266 " 
£S^wT Ffr~M^5 
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XD 3 2 2 6 7 * 
-V g 
£_47- / £^H y.Z2 ^ ^ fclfra 
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T W J C T3 
^ •S»fV*> <" 
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APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
V 
DRAWING T 1 T 1 C 
NUMBER 
&$v33477 
Sa- 3 3 4 7 3 
£ - 3 3 4 7 9 $ 
5 $ . 3 3 4 8 0 ) 
p 3 3 4 8 i > ; 
Sfr 3 3 4 8 2 ^ 
^ - 3 3 4 8 3 „ 
K ' ? ' H « 1 I 
. *_< 
C- 3 3 4 8 5 - f 
R- 3 3 4 8 6 ^ 
$ £ * 3 3 4 8 7 j j 
4 j r 3 3 4 8 8 4 
£ - 3 3 4 8 9 . 
£" 3349D, 
£- 3 3 4 9 1 ^ 
5Pv- 33492-^ 
5 & - 3 3 4 9 3 - ' 
5 ^ 3 3 4 9 4 - ^ 
5 * 3 3 4 9 5 j / 
J^r 33496 -1 
< U 3 3 4 9 7 . , 
* S * H 0 ^ r i T | » J t rLP-TPS - v J - 3 
\ ' i V K S V A X T S * * * ! V ; | t f - d -W 
| |̂  / *?'' • <_C z1-* T \ ti iJ C •1-j 
< 0 K<L f u A *?«. \ v \C Cs.~ " d C l t r T - . , -
RL-LA-/ " B i P H . - . k ' t r 
5 ^ ^ , P tU -£R & ( j u t tCC 
CJift.W"? 
£ o v ^ ^ Q- t \ ( iUt ~ C - O N T \ V W " ^ ^ r r o t v 
i o«4/ (xjcvf^r p^jjc.c.u.ihfr 
tiuaoc s c wt>• - t n c! i 11 TM M CUIUN< LifeA: 
v^x 
ii£-<- u . - i m M • . (r7 t U 1 
^y.'V^\;><a , • :--• I . UL^A 
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'̂ ,r-i/;,v,MW & fV^m f l H ^ir,\>//7)^wJ 
^ U»C K a' & * I 1 - ,T \ ' . ioOl 
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- I J f i e * C - i 3 Un I 
- r\i'l>" /r' C- / J - Wiv / 
//Vi7 f; /<J V -
£ - / / /: I W 
£V*T i *G 1 •AiTTlXH&ft.PtTOfL \ I- r * 
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f u i ^ S T ^ u a uv A . - i £ r ^ C -
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1 
A h ' L 
_ ^ a i i ' t 
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d t r ^ v i S 
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GrtjCfc»£5 
i 3 r . ^ 
rj-n^vN^" M 




E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 
e.W.WATT 
7 - t i ^ 
jrCS/GwA P 
3 - J - * l 4 
yco -^o^ i ^ 
j . - ^ > r . 
A .&#• Avi • 
4- ;> y- -,-y 
V.A4tf»A 
J-1-* 
V \ A T ^ 
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i-> m f i .. 












1 1 H9 
tO40H4 
l - l H 1 
K i l U ,.;• 












J U ^ « , M > 
JPi '5 
<».vy WrfTT 
7 . y < o"o 
. . IV l.'rlTT 
7- > £ o~> 
e.w, w#ir 
7- ̂  f* 
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* A D 







/ / , * 
^- /-Vf 
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3 3 ^ ^ ^ 
REMARKS 
O ^ J O U T t - ^ ° ^ ^S(P 
n<3Jou(K - N° r UsJ'dD 
^ DOsaLzTe *** 
U i t t o . ) rtsso D-334WT 
( 
^ ^ s r t / . ^ r f ^ 
U5<0 I N A 5 i c i C 
^ O ^ O L f c T * ^ W « t f 2 f M } . 
- V ' 





APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 
3f^ 33493 , 
3 - 3 3 1 0 3 ^ 
fy *> — ,-*, *-* / 
75 3^>5uUJ 
^ 3 3 5 0 ^ 
ft- 3 3 5 0 2 
f^ 3 3 5 0 3 yj 
f\ 3 3 5 0 4 v , 
u " 3 i J 5 ' 0 .1 
fi»-33506^ 
C-33507v 
3t ) -33508^ 
SO 33509/, 
S-&-03510. . 
S tV335t l - * l 
5 ^ 3 3 5 1 2 ^ 
&-33513 ; y 
6 33514 j , 
£r 33515^ 
2^33516^ 
k- 33517 ;^ . 
t- 33513-J// 
TITLE 
e ^ P o O e m c ^ T W C r CS6 rJ K a + ] 
M V T o f " ^ ) ^ C r (J.'.' 1 
7?/4J.rt TkuMiNAL- fl$SIS\'M£NT S<Lrt£2VLC 
"F/»*A £/£ iv wr 
fcn f-F >£. V • ;u ,• 7- * , ' ( , - , . ! • ' • H C F H « i T * * M 
E l f r t f W i K T M T £ M * » 4 * * A y £ < K S f i i 
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THJ rt\-p 
KV.-L.LtfT> & A U f l I S 
br&i f jerroo- e A.* . * . * . 9 o 0 - - p p t i 
C^vx'Tv . . . ' ( ( 1 auJrT 
I iiDM- A T G ^ c A &c« "̂o^>. ~ r r L> 
fv r r \U.T {**(**• 4 L . a i0 U-c 
Coi?io*.ft Ttto^JB^tt u O ^ r r 
' T ' t ft . - C . •  S- I OtC 0 GJfcfc (V̂  
f f t+i H t 
5T7.' /?H (5 IF' T ' • * ^ P t ' [ / fl "* i . /Tv T£ S 
" R i / • - :D i - ; 
~ n r . a f - ST 
<tez>Ol^ C- S M S T ^ M 
£~(l-ftSlNC- O-SOLt/^To^-' VOC^ 
K A 0-nG*T 10 SL< Crtj^O> ^ 0 
S U Q L < 5t,ue.^«^%c di YJFJ 
•T M i r e • A (-uV l A f i , \ (Ti (. f<€ t>e>(U&<\ 
'VSLOGK' ĉ-v--* -f-<Ai=Tr\ c SMnc*(ut*6UJ r\« 
I t t c - ^ i - f l r o u A PtW^c; i r Cv\-.c«x'T\ 
?<LWCCTiV€. Cu-O-* SMNCAn.tf^^V"' 
KCJVOO- 2&.wwrrta<v 
C^VX'-CL'-vX S C * * C L * * T l C j & £ / (1#£/U{ 
r*£,<,\STGO £}*< U^uiUE / ^ 
p & . k u t ••*(/. 3 LJ v^j, A ( n i h -
l t-Q 
flLuf>, " ? ^ t L . + t u r. v I ,' 
V) ,>,. v. . . C k o C K - \ .. • i W t 
" p 6 * i. i*-' CfTBv-t: . ' I I LSL Cf l t . 
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USED IN 
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3 3 , 4 ^ 
REMARKS 
-7 75*9*-* 
(3 ( I tQ^t-Yv ^v^/ 
/ ^ / 




APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 
'. 335 i f " 
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^ • t C ^ 
C ^ M SE 
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I M ^ T f l l i . A T IAN " R f t c k d - 7 H i / i P l » ? H " < r i « - <2• IV. ^/> tUL 
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INSTALLATION ~&<\<Lt<S ( 1 - fr y i : . • • ~ ff.JfcWtuU CM-WATT 
4--*l-<4 -L 7- > < •& 
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7- >̂ -/o 
'.sg-h ftrj M A S T L ^ T N S T / V - ? ^ 
5(V 33526 , f - L P , U H O T ; A , - 5> I Lii 5S / I ^ : - , f J U>U$o^ 
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C- 3 3 5 2 7 MJ=£&- 'EnlvUfe. 
i iX ' - k i k UacAcvyi 3-vH 
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i - A i£ 
O 33528" ' E V T e o v a f e f r ^ f r a v j C V3>T(FFh£)i- P I J U 6 
- • • • ' ' • •• ^ — 




O 3 3 5 2 9 ' ' I ̂ ^ ft^fo ^ CAftig PS* (fn>5, ff 
Li j < € V > S T 6 > V t -w.- jg . . , * ., , -4r^ t^ ,0>i r 
+H-<-t 
IMA] 
L M u c \ l A£ 
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£-33530-;/ 
i fcSUgnc iv !>>,/,Ufi. ft v r c C 1 ° ^ -
K 1-&0: 4J1CQ6. 
K ' ^ -
/ />E . 
^-/Vf 
C- 3 3 5 3 1 ^ it fov>xow c f t g i l . ( I D g l C C . * * ? ) f E ft U4€ i>i*vfc .6 Cr i - m : > v, r> IL, V fc..^ v • g £ , U J ^ j . aada z^: 3-/->/f 
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APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
33*4° 
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
T I T L E USED IN 
O R I G I -
NATOR 




G R A D E D 
CLASS. REMARKS 
B - 3 3 5 1 0 
fo&L.C (^0. I F f 5To<^Ofc" l l lLL ')(Cri€ / / r 
( fc l r iTvCO- £>0.vs\^.c^ V ^ i i C L -OLAJX. irror l_L±L 
"3- 3 3 5 Hv 
C f t f t L f c ^ f t . O - £ f SX^\^Q-< n O H l _&£_ 
Rfcto-is'r&a. taatMe-w df«-Ac »-^l • 3 . ^ \ S-/-V-
"3^33542^, 
OLfrRj-f ^ f > F t ^ r o ^ f t 0- C 
((\feQt > s~ t ^ jT^s i j ^ (L HK-. K: ^ ^~C 
KfLS.fr, O i C K . i t 3 T 
Cftr t iX S 3 ^ f :>ToUftt-fe-
a t - ^ — _ 
j^ - u O O - t J / k.Mtr ItEtfc x^ ^CCisnaa. -p(lysis, ft Rfituc u ^ x 1-U-WQ *? - / - *? 
^ - 3 3 5 4 4 ' g 
A A ^ I LUMINAL fls^tb/iMENT 5<lHc~Z>ULi UL . ^ _ Si - .",.• S3 Fia H £S j?,e H Thas-s 
/ 'K'f»/./i ^.z? w w J - ^ ^ V 4-Jo-4-4 3-$'-& -
5 ^ - 3 3 5 4 5 ^ V U L S £ T U i l t T e S i \SCQCK. 
3 > t A G . * V 
"̂ /?7 fiifcil 
22ikE 
/ , S^. 33^4.6 /</ 
& A - 2 "TeST GLOCX. £ ' ? / r M E S v 
v'W Du\ ' ua-n 3>- 3 3 5 4 ? ^ ftlUK.pf^ftL,£eilftil.^TUft<iJvOC A<t r , ^ iftofl 
CMfcoc r<<U- y / v / T P O T ra Jtl-A 3-/-•>/<? 
r 
.fLK 
D ' 335431 ' i ^ - i T [ i i ULC t,-(c C - ^ £ 
1 ^ r jOj •• 
J (3> '33549 f K o - A . i ' i f !•> i ^ S U C W ^ t O t f - Q £ f \ 
£ i l<J tA ^C.^..*.e O 
L ^ ' U T u ^ U)vL$ <H 
•^• t ' i -V6 ! 
> 3 3 3 5 0 ' 
&£ 
/• 
A S S f f ^ M V ^ , >W • i "V : ' • 1 u _ 
d E ^ - A i i 
C J J 5 x . ^ :>. Sjft i i ft>rt>b Cfe RL 
C7-r\̂ 0 
3l!-S°| 
H-T ftlfrTS I 
S-uA'j 
5G55gg -To^-/ \ D - 3 3 5 5 1 flftstel C» • . , ? ̂ -0"Tt,<-T\ si fe. £ A W . s.^y, y tVn- fvS
1 
S ^ < ^ ^ t<-..-,> OVA $ r A s / T « ~ r i K ^ . " ' •••' 2 J _ H 1 U ^ u 
S Y i S ^ - f r T l L - W 
j) ̂ 3355 2 pf-,̂ ,̂v_ , &z^\ f 0u, gfy.»'\ o^n-J t ca-C^- v\ -f*»t*sJ |^lfoT>VS 
S H * ^ >* ^ m " - v \ S t \ 0 T H l t f c l r > »
L > T M " a i«. C5 
- 3 3 5 5 3 
&4 
•j^^tCAc ^ o i r C.I^C-A.'TT ftm-ftM -
f A C M r j 
-M-iq^ F A ^ C W ^ C <?VC\tf.rJ 
J t t073 
_ 
- 3 3 5 5 4 : ' fiLUlA f f ) y t f e u a ~ T U g C ^ t u C ^PvvU'. . fO(r h ^ ^ i ^ *-
" ^ ^ ^ Sw) i t C ^ . T u ^ f t O < i \ ^ i 
AjX 
j s i d a 
sf\ - 3 3 5 5 5 
^<\ ' • t - t-AV % C 0 — pi A ' 0 - ^ A - r r 
— . ? ^ ' 
<^^ -33558 S
a i v j i > t t g e<s> 
/ / 
0 ^ t ^ s f f t v j f ^ 
', /9-̂  ' d 
-• , , 1 . . 
^ 3 3 5 5 7 ^ At i ;MlT1lJW ? A H b L l y f e T r i IL- -f- i U K 1 L i . C t y y T r r / / - AV 
'>'T>C ^ P ^ ' ^Ofi Y f ' ' t 
3-33558-*] 
\ y.33559-^ 
l////f. va >-,-- £-HQ*-1£S ul : . ' - - ' • • — . ^"3 ^ /a / y ^ _ : s. 
/ - ^ / - J i 
T^v^V-C 
t ^ - ^ r 
rfYv . 3 3 5 o 0 
- 6 L ^ 






sv>\G\r r \m\ \ t -ua (\LfiCvrs £LQ. 
C\tstVAN\ A - i v j 
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C - 3 3 5 6 5 
C- 33566 




3 3 5 7 1 
' 3 3 5 7 2 
• 3 3 5 7 3 
3 3 5 7 4 
3 3 5 7 5 
3 3 5 7 6 
. . 3 3 5 7 7 
3 3 5 7 3 
3 3 5 7 9 
3 3 5 8 0 
O 33581 
TITLE 
^ a o c c r f usLse x<.e&^ek**.Cs» w «i i 
(pCCo.<* ^ ^ - ^ T o CV. >A Q v> \ f i G*rn o ^ 
Om l L L ft & X? A > K ^mPk»T» | f | | ^ = # ^ 
- / -^y 
f?E6-l/J.ATLT5 ~FWfc fi^ S u > i » f c « a 4> \ 
-t * A _ 
• £ i "ox- "TLJLM. /"> « - - . V 
£rw ±W- "7IIv»v.^ > f. / . 
^.r <£&.// a^.--j . *zs(x) 
/ 
y / • •/Zt.-t-i^-j $•—-£-, 
-7" 
TZ*-+~-*- Se.%. 
3S/CS a 5 j^Ty. p*r*A- ' 
22ss£ ZJSXI ' 
5 5/c^> 2. / V ^ A ^ x , , > , , . ' . ^ . 
/ ^c^t-UL S c£ . 
5 5 / e 5 ;a .^'Y/-..y i^,,^4Lf 
-n,,< ><:-', 
5if -. -5 r 7Tc /*_« 'At 
1/ •'. • wt ^ <", . ,>w 
^ F ^ „ - ^ X >• 
lU >->--' 5> i£ 
- ' ' - » . - - ' .; .'",? {2>K/I< 1 
Y-«. . JT« / ' > 
7 ^ . ^ <r ,Z 
his/TCt+JL g p 0 •• L i 2 • -_ 
A/ l / / f ^ £ /vr 
. .. 
/K/T.- •,-'^ i'/? CiJ, . , f7* /*> < 7 i ^ t . •.'.• e* A*J 
C fyu*>/-* *'£ / ' 
- ^ /^ /. ' ' ( <?A O £?,.. : . 
7 V A <• : ' . -
/ ijflA •"- jr- • W W 1 /• ...• ,!-t 
0 ~7~s ' 
t= 5 /Zni /. • r 
• < • • 
I, 
USED IN 
J.HUHT T 1-i-tSiS 
R-iLI 
J . 1+tlHr T H t S l S 
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± 3 3 5 8 2 3 >* goSfl" gj 
3 3 5 8 3 
. . . . . I. •• — — ^ * II I I • - . • M. - ! • 
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m - - £0-.-
C- 3 3 5 8 4 ./.: , • : , , JL 1 Z ' > - ' • ' •'«•*•. 
— ^ - ^ r 
c ~ 3 3 5 8 5 . ' • • • • ' i . 5 ^ /• i* , V . . 




3 3 5 S 7 ^ f f l ' i ^ ^ ^ - • 7 ' w y 
7 ^ . 
1*^ 
ik£ 6 ^ £ i - * 7 
C 3 3 5 8 S 5:. ^ / • l ? r t . • c . ^ ;V. 
C- 3 3 5 8 9 
_ _ ; ^ _ _ 
(2 - 3 3 5 9 0 p i S r l ^ i u.fo <T~ --Tn ̂ fc 
SCLK ^SJ u , y e 
,, 1 ; V * •* 
c- 3 3 5 9 1 
4t ifr fc< »* •* 
-r 
• — • • I I W I — ^ — — 
C - 3 3 5 9 2 
l -y _ _ _ dt^Jlx-hr 
C - 3 3 5 9 3 s^creft-v i 6 n , ^ ^ --n^e o>£tia e t-j >-A^U-C 
3 3 5 9 4 Crifc-^C rTio^fc- tA ST * T',--o^.O-^ 
v__2 
( i - 3 3 5 9 5 
£2 Tt*\-€: -̂
c t*t-U.v •Ut 
Ss55i5 
M 
^ <l\ i* t~ "v>\ft, 0<y ft *s•»<J^ uft<u s coix. 
^ w q 
"EK t ) - 3 3 5 9 8 ^ 0>WEK 6ftISLE-.. £a;. £V4e/f 7?£ &,ST£* J A Q & ^HSfiH*^ OJflTT 
V<?V : r W - ^ r 2 2 ^ fruriTtK. WWT- £±±Z k i l l 
JflQ'O ' ^ " ^ 
i V V ? 
- (;Ji.-^i.£T£-
>Hf 
3 3 5 9 7 
4 
y o ^ g cAf l i * - " v l Q l j - V -ly-(l(*t-'\ O v ^ U t i ^ ' Hjgrr 




CuA<yT - TVUut<->u^ o £ (MA^w^iiM^ fr" J o 7 - / 
P . i f t / 
>Vt* ft vl SKMAJ 
*-w. It 
^ ^ • 3 3 5 9 9 S Q ^ ' M . t fil\NO^ 
/ / 
S S M I.U £giftv*s 
A-as-^T 
SVv33809 ^ L L S^A^ G(\U -.-••• • 
. ^ " • V ^ 
^ ' 3 3 6 9 3 f i L .PT C5oQ^ ^Kf •- C-fct'SviiJ 
m vjf 
Ĵ l* 33602 i i L i > -̂
•3 ^ - ^ 















& 3 3 6 0 3 / 9 S L O U C 5 C-H - € ^ " T \ C f P\Uft v. tA- I WBUffT h i l ^TtA^i;.!^ 4l\ffw 
C o ^ T t L j i , CA ÎS/ i -p wj V A L 
^rfr-Vfc. VAfVTslw UlU/T 
±4£M 




_&£_ — /iASairT? 
M-IW? 
C-33604-/ KA^'df-- i v«>r 
£r 33605 - l^ i .Hcvccr - KPTTVA* fa.̂ <Aj ,ooux kA^a-t 
3-1-H 
^fi^i\)i 3jF t v>-A- -XT" 
^Llot-X. O \ n i o i f ; \ ^f T u t T \ ' ' A Q V ' ' V \ ^ 
3--lJ-Hei 
fV 33606 i 
i j K o g 
€ c ^ » < > ^ l J r Q i T v k T>-\(- ClMV»-<tJ~ fcCOlH- z. 
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^ 3c- y f 
J . U j . L i ' * 
Ct-^^i 
k'/fTVflT 







S M A \^ 
\S±C\\J 
/ / HtLA y 
l/»v*ia 
//-^(r - SI 
GRADED 
1 2 
5 i ^ 







O H O 











u - h . ^ 
Nf 
4 . 1 1 . ^ 
h-f 
«<.LVI« 
•4 • iv+r 
H f l 
4 -^>^ 
> 
6 / / D 




« n » 3> 
CLASS. REMARKS 
_ 
•^OBSo LE T fc"«— Ai<*<^ A«>«» *> 
"fty 6T-3^9,-rV 
«^ 0&£&i'£r7j*r ^ 
U-T^O (iv 4 ^ (f»33«tlO 
^ D 3 5 0 X - 6 - / 5 ' - ' 
fJLC£23 / / / A / ^ V V / ? • • J I . ' / Z C 
<s* &KbSDLer77> •--• 
ru v - \w-\ St 
<*r 6HSOJ.L T-£~l^ 
:.S > - 3 c /^ /V ' 
r 0 s £ . ^ ^ f - - 6 ^ ^ . BsI>-^736? 
J3- '\ ' • 7 ' 
n R S A / . f 7 ? -
(WCD ( rJ ^ ^ . s y A - - / / ^ 
] 






j j r 3 3 9 6 0 * ^ w w y 




















3 3 t \ U o 
REMARKS 
t o _&QSd>Jtn?T2-? 
S^Li-n i tL ^ _ . - • ? > • • • ' 
j -i>Hti 
Si V 3 3 9 6 1 
/ . 
kLECTtfd (ft£T i. n BV W'.i' -g.-. ^vy / / • - - i . ; L • • ' ' - v . -
_ . H?i-^ 
£ . 3 3 9 6 2 -fr.CS€.«?A fet^j, L O f c s T W M N u g G-fiTg. 
__ G t ^ e , \ f t T u > V 
ft M<*(6S Sb^Cvf-A^ 
_-_J-__ 
> h»Aoii(fct 
C- 33963 C-frf'*uj.1 l_Mt<wU , •>.« L At^mAouvmC 
P ' t ^ T i ? w J ^ i 
£ - 3 3 9 6 4 - 4 £LL *i-H S r, /4£ rfrxv*^ v.; ^">*z , A •- v j> WJ -*g fc& / /M; .? f jL-tfiFfirl ST 
o, , ^ , ' - / - < 2 ^ - J " ' /- SS-^/ S'3o^/ 
3 33965 _ _ 
"S>V>&1^ R I Q D E . C * . j ^ £ ^ ^ C n , A & / 








C 33968 __£ M. ^ f e 
__.__i !_ * - Sw. 'eH AV 






£" 3 3 9 6 7 ' vV " • . ^ E l ^ i v P O V V E ^ S U P P L ^ T o i ^ ^ L _ 
f 
r i ^ A m , n r - fl.LT. Ri +. t ^ K ff<ri 





3 3 9 6 9 ^ "Tc^Tlkft i ^ t i T A kTfc ft.Mffft.-A "~T?fcSr-uv. ft i Q R 
MA I C ^ ' ^ ^ c<afewN.crriC ' ^ i c w ^ f c ^ T 
^ i ^ u ^ T c i f r , CacW^^U. l/).H£L U/VT 
g ^Urnf- fl.&£trFM> J1_L 
- / J -V# 
S-nMivrv Sc-.ui- - . - r , c OTTOWE s r S a P ^ y J.&qno 








fcVft~?o £ f t T i m- KPHjE.ru ^fiSSfctAg^ fi_ii_lk_. z ktz-Sor-/ 
J_ikysr_.' 
6~/<W 
-A 33971 -T^tvifM. fute^fLtaf G^rn^rr 
*_ 
J . U w m 7 H E < n 
ft-/(, 7 
_ 33972:3 T ^ C f L i C T x , . ^ , ^awTAG-f. Gg^CVvftT^Cu tOfC t̂>M j Nf tQjs jQ^ M^OirX. f?/RF 'ftims-LT* 
_ U ± 4 l 7-3/-vy 
TV 




5^3397-1 P&GT^.i • '': C( rt2>tl ><)/ ir^/Ss/o^ £Jll A?-673 A / / ^ „ / / ^ - _ I 
_ 
f^s 
• / - , ^ ^ / 
~4<i3Cicie **-
e JJ3975 - c 
frlAAfV. -ePiNfe-U ^ ~ T V N ^ - \ ^ ^ n A v t t i ^ \J6iNoT ^&/MOT~ i\.V.fc^ 
Aof\tlc<\ ^ h u f t f m v S r p p r u m ^r'v'T.vvjvT; i^Lk±J sjstil. 
4i£_ 
rv-H 
rr 33976T?- C o o i C 
- • -





W k. 33977 i l A S i t4V\^T f/.^a.iar 
^ ^ • i ^ - i ^ 
,33<V7« 
/ ; 
iTtl^^^Ct ,.<•! ^j,ft< T^LV\C. |< t-KlNCs/ « ) ^ f t t L^^ 
- ^ M 
^-i-
B 3397?-pi . 
^sg _ _ _ _ _ 
i i j e u ir/ r ; : ' y e 33Szz 
MUL> L.HoLHEi, rifiiA/i 
r . ! r L € c T i ^ r ; - v ^ r n A C 
: 
M - ' - ; 
^?;7?ifl w . 
-
33980-J- £Z-
_I2L rv^ i <y>'iC f Lr-fQ'O _ _ , Ll^li' 
A A _ _ _ J _ /^/?F .0^^fiL£.TS^-
1-11-^ 
_ J 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3 3^?\ 
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
A 3 3 9 8 1 
3 - 3 3 9 8 2 $ 
$ .33983 / 
6 ^33984 j 
£ 3 3 9 8 5 
<\. 3 3 9 8 6 
^ 3 3 9 8 7 
a 3 3 9 8 8 
0 - * 
&33989 
A 3 3 9 9 0 
£V 3 3 9 9 1 
fl-33992 „ 
n 3 3 9 9 3 
(3 33994^ 
$ . 3 3 9 9 5 ^ 
S> 3.3996 , i r 
A . 3 3 9 9 7 
ft 33998 
p. 33999 
£ 3 4 0 0 0 
£ 3 4 0 0 1 
TITLE 
"ST&aRCG ~ W L ? < £ U \ f € - r t r r x i c v , 
7?fl,».A TexMiNAt. /?s>^/r. n / « i /v r J-ji'tf* OJJII? 
A V . A ^ . ),'<.v.r 
r ^ k L f c i T t i w ^ i ' - J i T t t t ' STfc«sjp>&«, sjn\f.< 
c- c oo < .̂T 
C - r t ^ ^ - f V T&GGt*~ St4N.vt.j4 Jftjv*.«it Q.KU&. 
C>t l*i^-*i 
r - A i c t ^ - ' i T O C U E - S U I T V ^ V S T o ^ > - c r 
•®-*t< C -<i w ^ X 
• S c r t ^ f » A U (°o ujfc ov t s Q c t ** ' " H S ' . 
rr»<\ACr* pu»e«rr <*ftc«L •« f. oc= 
B V T € \ J » * U Poox»v- f -A^U. ** 1 TrS". 
STtAAOt fiVT«^vT ^- f t^eL* 1 <v - ( , 
F y > t ^ A L Po^cr\- tf,aLt * i T , £ \ 
5 n & * * - c J L - T C N ^ / " - C e - i ) t - £ >"""+ 
C v r c - v ^ f t ^ po-<j<V ? p, fi^< * Q ~7T-5\ 
S^b<VAO-c r ^ . - r c i ^ f<s^cu- (.£ ^ ^ -C 
C ft !i <* fc " * ^ •'SOC-O «.t S uO » > c I*- . Y"nSAft <r£ 
<£e<U< C~b L-vjuaT 
^fcTw>*k(\ . \C C»X^G-GJSIV*-\ S~^v e ^ f t r ^ e ^ 
f<2.0i"iL6-t^ 
OftftUfe. «-40.\ OOVJX S*rO<\̂ <vr̂ _ C f V j C 
C5 
C-A&Lfc. MO 1 O ^ ^ X r r Q f t f t ( - t i i ^JvTc i * 
g t^ 'C C £ 
C A £ « ^ KIO. 3 UJ^JT STQC\AVt S u " ^ * 
de^c C c O 
c.aav.t Kio,>4 uiv^T rrvi^^bt. S ^ H - C I C 
^ o l C C c O 
AI TeRrtl Nf)L Hs^.l.hMtfFNT ^JC',U£ r>Ul. £ 
- C.4-
C A C J L * . t ^ • y OOW^ <S"TI!J<\AC~<" Su>\T<JS 
i ^ c t r c t f> 
evtfc.x^j AL. "Po^t^M ^A^1-* î v ĵc cc r ) 
<JfoC\AVi t ^ « r «i ^ - r OuCt ^ ^ ^ t V - ^ 1 ^ 
QAflV-fc. ?b(V. A , t i e f ChvJYCLftUS v . * ^ 
ST6M>^-t 3"-JITC4- P**A*> ^ ^ ( C f ^ 
C A < J L * Po* rtjtfffT c> GWTtvUJ Cf|) 
CT\>« C( SuJiTtpd fflA'CL (CJ") - « M ^ T 
JfCftjs/At- < >AA(Jt C f 3 )̂ Ujv,cr 
^ T o i ' ^ I T C I ^ ^ ^ r r . i x . r3rt/Vc«-(r*.0 
USED IN 
\A//KING Si.H£nt/Lii 
f ^ y > "Rieivs 




















/ . ' - . . 
i ' V £»-'/ 




















J A M \ O ' 
H-L t . - ^ 
Sr<w> o 
q - v ^ ' N 
r ^ v . o 
H.n.^Kf 
5 AVI C 
J . l l . ^ 




^ V l (1 
LI-L%S(1 
















u t t e 
<J u t 
(4 t 4 < 
/.• U T t 
£sP. 
H vx*. 

















" S < o ^ 
-*C 
S-A-Sfi 
t i f 
U H < ; 
h f 

























APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
j-j&&- : 2^ "ooT-




c 3 4 0 0 4 
p 3 4 0 0 5 
(^34006'' 
C~ 34007 
( ^ 3 4 0 0 8 - ' 
^ 3 4 0 0 9 
A - 3 4 0 1 0 
4 •„ 3401 .1 
A 3 4 0 1 2 
",\ 3 4 0 1 3 
j. 
l 3 4 0 1 4 
,i , 3 4 0 1 5 
A - 3 4 0 1 6 
. 3 4 0 1 7 
, l - 3 4 0 1 8 
A 3 4 0 1 9 v 
,\ - 3 4 0 2 0 r i 
, A 3 4 0 2 1 
$ . 3 4 0 2 2 - 1 
T I T L E 
d a ^ ^ ^ ^ u P&vniCv (LP\Qu€- C P i " ) ^ m 
STOCW^C* S'VM\TCV* y\ftrCvv.x Pa*>ie u C C } ' } 
CVretaiAu p«yĵ ,«̂  eftQLi c f ^ w w i 
? W # W 3 u J \ T t U ifsCfT-cux f f t h i C L ^ C ^ 
e-y-TCOwJ-Aw <?>x^,cv t A f i l X ( j o V A l ^n>A. f t ( r t , 
^ \ r c « o i X T P ^ r r c ^ ' s i t i . C C i ^ 
C i C T f e ^ ^ - P C - ^ c i ^ ^ ^ C A A < J € LMViiX 5T"»<\A-<r£ 
S u w e . i * ' - S w I t T C * f A i 4 f c u C c O 
eV-r€k<-H>n- O c v ^ t ^ . 6A-3U* ujuslt: flGCrvSTtV 
bW€K> 
lxrc.Go-T-,o»j - V O L T ^ ^ ^ O H A . < ^ J ^ 
^ r J S . ^ N t O C T - f l O C < " L & > ^ f > ° ' U 
\ X f t-€cr, v j - - V o w r« \ *<: C * W*0uAT>ft^ 
M W . U i r t I N \ S V & € £ \ . S ^ ^ O V 
^ C v ^ - f v , * ^ U r f f cK . - f o<VMl 
P u » f - V - C 0 f V^M6.C-oci (A-S 
f U C3- ^ t c ? vAj^^tfcafNX 
£ u t3- f u>P ^ A v / « » 9 * ! \ . ^ 5 
F L l f - f C O f 5 UXWfc^cAcAj 
T V I ^ - ' T L O ^ ^o i ^ e f o ^ t A " ; 
^ U f - f c o e w M ^ o M ^ v T 
9 L \ P*tuo9 <̂ j iwe f o <vtM 
^ L . V V ' - F U t ' ( j i ^ V t f« \IO.NS 
f U f - P c \ i P la fWte-o^LfwJ 
£u \ ° S+xsf \A <W€ ft 1 IAI 
^i_»e-ftof ^^sietoiL,^ 
Pu f« (-»-»? u /Au f f rwi^vc 
- A S < \ H <>2-<-, e. J . QCFL6 -L * \OW Cr»on: 
PA^d ^otf 
USED IN 
^ . ^ © O r f - P 
ttwtfT T V « l i R-/47 
P . i a t - £ -
v /?-/t7 
f - i o > - & 
ff-it7 




F O O T ' - < £ 
i M t 7 
F ' O o ^ - C 
rt-/t7 
f T . O O ^ - H 
<?-/47 




C^IO *• - PV 
e.ii-7 
P - i © w - ^ ' 
f?-M7 
P > 1 f i V ^ f . 
_ ; R - i l l 
• 
O R I G I -
NATOR 
k e t c 
Id tJfcC 













H.vv . ^ 
V JAV\0 
• 4 . 1 - ) . ^ 
V JAv/t a 
W-w*M 






V - M * * 
J ^ S 
E N G ' G . 
APPROVAL 
W . u f c t 
t i U6< 





G R A D E D 
I 2 
-AlS> 
^ 4 - ^ 1 
-m$ 
S J - ^ 
& K ^ 












^ 0 B S O L L - T " £ 
Sl;-PEffcfD£T) ~BV C-m7X 
— < 3 ^ S 0 L £ T r 






~ -7J2 d 
T 7oJC 
7 702-V 
r ios- H 
T 7 V /f 




~ Q4>Sc££-7~£ ~ ._ _._ 















3 ^ 2 . 3 
REMARKS 
3 D 3 4 0 2 3 . f fcU^ffc^ 
/ 
T V g 4 f i Q - Q v A T se ^ - ^ 
C- 34024 
ftc f-AMfc*- "^^Tft>w « hf\<vs\»JC- (LfctCT C iQ ftfT Cl-S^fr^** 
• f S u i n t . ^ fiflyJ<.U> _ % •'M Hf 
1H. 
i-J.'|G 
5£_34025 T o ' 3 C $CJ^ ' U ^ T S A . T g v r i ^ C - £Aa£f-
riT^^T^ 
^ A 34026";, 
t l i f t t i - V i . i . o e . i T y a U N £-- J ^ t P - PVl,JStfV au 
4-1-9- *-t & 
SJY34027";, 
H 0 u~D i N <S- £ li N _ E _ z 5 3 ^ 




l^Ji^O \ x A - f i ^ ' ^ l ^ W 
DGsoLes/r ^ 
£>.-34029. M l R C v A < ^ Smt .Nse .TvC , ^ 3 3 , &IQ-H/)L— E~^<?<T j ^oQCM^ BluriiMKii •Sno 
PlflTE -DigiyfelQ, v r f l r-^--y? fr~ 3 ^ foS-^ 
7^-l?e'p^«rrio H - ^ V ^ L 
/>**,&/>/. £J£T-
£ - 3 4 0 3 0 G.orV^£r*Sg<a 9 t ( j ^ Q\-Kj(vAK
i^JQ.fJC- E - ^ 3 j £ a-V^\Pf)^ 
• / Coolly iyJfnscit* to, Cu^lrUttiv. t y tJ^-owOt 'n .v . 
ftL. P f i ^ i $ f c T f t > U MV(t£- \ \0e K t ( r T i O £^V h -34031 - i 
£ S. "X£ f iC iT \ ^ C^-yj f^MLj <^UH 
C. i \ )ATT •SAN/ IO 
^ - H q 
5>P 
r.i-iq 
TZIsS3fi£]-ft, 3 4 0 3 2 ^ V ^ L * - ^ ' - ' * 7 -N/OCV^I-C G€^t^ -^Cv~TMf t . r^ 
V S ! " ^ " 1 CCMM%.C.TXU^ (3-»S- —T-Qfr n*uF 
N-fttXCkA NftaSO-K 
. - M < i • 6 / ° > ^ / / T ^ 
ft- 3 4 0 3 3 > 
D ^ ^ e c r ^ y J . ^ o v r r f t ^ Ce^jx^rotA. T ^ M S -
r^\^^>c-j , ..^g o.M^t-cmurW Gw -^^rr;^-r- \ -u iC 
NACvd^-C N f t A C l ^ Mi) 
C ,̂-4<? s-w<; - / W / , / ^ 7 ^ 
34034 P £.fU, & cTm . - J -V ° CV-rsW-A. G< »>C;\ ty?a <^ rJ i^aO^^, fJf»f-o>>K S*0i 
T X I - ^ N S I A Q J W ^ U N G , fioy c.vjsl-t(\^ «S>(.-Hf •3 \s . 
3TE 
a •du^ir^ 
-fV 3 4 0 3 5 ^ Q<(-C6-C-^^»7 - y o ^ T f S ^ t l<-~fe>.,WXt. ^ftao^c 
U-A^'S'y.ii i \ "»J L'Hfc. t , J o C & f 
• j a a p ^ e ^ / / p 
>s«t.-̂  1 C-1-jf Uidl 
-/J/^vT/-)^./-- ^ ^ 
E 5 £.r>/L/?7£ 
fir 3 4 0 3 6 - ^ feL^t^c cca>^>viAa-k^, g ->Q t f f . . S , h[frm*nL. 
M*=rr-A r J//2) 
&t=.r-u>*<o*o < ^ < ^ <>^fe\.. ̂ - A i , 
5Q 3 4 0 3 7 rA^)p\ f^o 5^rN,Au pu^Te Si>i ^ ( y ' j f e ^ 
C^w«5 




cA 3 4 0 3 8 , B^T^ ( n c C A V p 
^ l ^ H ^ U # 
3-Ĥ T 
3 4 0 3 9 ftftCK.ia6- ^ \ ^0 - ' 
Uftv' tT 
s - ^ - ^ 
| 34040#(| TufiE mum. /^^x 
>V Na iAH QteiEEilL i t y l 
Sio-il'M ; !L£Hl 
Sd-V. <2- ri-eVocT/otf vs -/• 
kj££b Q&mkeEL ^ 
_/V34041 . V 5 o- lv j iPe^ Jw\f, • f q^< . » f^<e ^VJVC^CM - F fe^^ f t 
g-î  ? 
iy^£al F-6,?-*A-
m 
^ \ -34042 
H f i ^ . y S ' ^N )c^ t \ oSC ( > t
, < : vJ)^<yJ^\> 
^ l & m \ N f , . ^ <(V̂ ft><> f ^ ^ ^ ^ P g U t 4 C < A f ^ ^ 
\^ r- 6 - 3 ^ 
34043 / r- uuo^ K-)L4 
i 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 
A - 34044 
& "34045// 
















y (5-34 061 
£^J3406dSV 
t _ 34063 / 
> 34064^ 
TITLE 
^ o C ^ l ^ C r U * N 
R \ G & -JfeuatvUt ^ -u tv i 
\f77.Jf " D C f c ^ c n c * ' ^ " n & r f 
S - f (o\ 
9 r&cAd i T\*(S€. a t ^ G \ w T W i "rvvre.^ 
Sr^ii-ACjt-T^tittT ,-*, surges a >*M (^),VM 
C A M - XfO-iN I J J 
R£v1»-\v».H.vA.t
,\ f \ « I A \ t 
S l d r A ^ u C^-ATG C J U ( ^ ^ ( p i - W u f ^ C w 
r^ot*. r*o. \ ^ ^ ^A.cac 0 0-
Ceffv,* f»o.l ^ u r OAUR. C4 
CAaut n O ^ ^ ^ (V-̂ Ctc C>4 
C p W N l ) ^ u j vo ' i < ^ A o ( ^ CA 
( o o ( o w U <LA.<lL-* (<=Li U J L ^ J " 
A L - A A - I N ^ N O V C ^ X ^ >f j f t f tW, t 4 
CPO 
£ x " T . P i i u J l * - Cft(3Lf < ^ W < 
C U t C x fljCfc. CVKGc f i * * / f c u \C<f ) 
' - \ £ e u ^ T 5tw^,tscTrtc Avjcr«iAf\-ric-C»^<b. 
r f e w t L M f t M i ^ A L L W f c U , ^ k»l k J t 
C v f t - C ^ V S^wOAAnC/ ; v f3o^ //rti.75 /HO-CrATl 
8r£ti£Rf)~rc,q, K/vr 
c - ' « ^ S o u . H V ( r * ViVG- U V - W < - ^ ~ 
$ A ^ £ » -
C A « W \ X Q L C J ^ ^ C f \ 
' t u C % ( 0 ^ uoA^ 
R M-\ - V ^ ^ I " J C ^ t O ^ w i , Juq'^7 
-nu-vA UuNJd Jso 
C i i Q V \ i i b f t T f i l L . to^uKoCv 
(<Wkt<-\. s^ .e«?o^ 




f - f ^ c ? 
1 
g /o3 P«.Hd{«4 
& ? 3 
-F-C33 R-,,*> 





P ^ V 












































i>x- \ ^ 
K o ^ v f j <~ 






































t*>- T?r T>n,-T7,)f/ t/ - v^" 
o\ p t v | " ^ ^ 
'-'c^ftSn/s^Tlrs 
- j f l - , « £ / r — v^>"^" 0 ^ - / ; ^ 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
^ o ( * S 




-A 34067 // 
^"34068 j y 
ft-340697J 
-^"34070 / , 
fr-34071 t { 
A-3407? / f 
£,. 34073-*/, 
ft-WW,, 
^ 3 4 0 7 5 „ 
^ .3407s ,/ 
^ 3 4 0 7 7 
J\ .34078 
A. 3407^- / rv u „ 
^ . 3 4 0 8 0 ^ 
£ . 3 4 0 8 1 
* 34083 fj 
, 34084,, 
pr 34085 
T I T L E 
•f\ S i ' - V f L C 3«EJ.AMO u i rrvk 4 WVTVXOVAT 
^-v*»Uir*<*- 0£ TV»« -GOv,^^ P l O l . \ 
5* |«rS, (. "L , ( .A 
ft C o ^ f 1 ^ ^ 6 L A « A < > V V « ^ i i T « - <* 
(r f ivTVON*^ £ € C O < J * v c < -P ic - t.L 
T U € CQuVi fvu t<J~ C*"TW6 5«f\^o<tJC-
b£snce or- Pi(r. a.\ p v V . v 3 
f n ^ L r r ^ o C 3 f * tcT^* - fA o f Ar-> irtPv^"TC> 
TUf ^ ? U U t M^O^Al^fcTOf^ •> * (Lfc-SVACT - l1 (r 0«̂ T(? 
F iCr i - , 2 . fe 2 . - 1 . 2 T 
; ' 
F i t s . 2 . ^ , 2* to 
P*lCr J . l . i l ^ . X - W , X . v l 
/// ft tf 7A•'.• « A r r \SitiHfii.i J& 
p ,e .S . 2 . »<», V i - ) 
G ( . S . 2 . i ( J.Z. 3 3 
L 6 £ / 0 * JTJK/5 T ^ A V »4 S17HSL£ Ari7>*tf 
\j\\'sr^itii sysTk,Y} 
PvdS- 3.V 3.(* 
Pit-. 3.-1 
S T E P S I M .0raTft lr t lH&- 2"K4> l f l f i ! /5 
Trtfifl) J/3 lr.C.uA 
*"l<r5, J.U A l l 
FlCr. 3. 1 5 
f lCrS H . | Ll ,1_ 4 ? 
_1 l_l_4Lj 1 _ . „ 1 • 
f l O S 4: 4 4,\ ' 
5i r, sn 
n c- >ci 
1 1 c c n 1 M 
U Ol_ U M l 
i - i f i s / i u U ' T l H & X l J ' 
-~R-ifo 
|_lf»4>v.w T*v€.J i$ 
^ ? - / 7 < 5 
L\ tJvlvww - T U t n - f 
f?-/7tf 
LlHlktl L ^ T M C J l / 
"R-'7<3 
Llts) 0\i-^"TU.«J5l S 
•a ftfc.a^ ^-/7o 
^-|i*J\l\l_»- T u t i ' l V 
"P-.70 
^ v J ^ u i ^ -Th t - r i J 1 
~ ^ - C7 0 
Lj iJ v/» U~ T f t « S U 
T?-/7fl 
1^11*)\iv*< " r \ s « j » j 
~k>-/7d 
I»l M v L i - TKe i - i ^ 
* * - » 7 o 
U i N | V i u U T N t - t | - r 
'\-ilo 
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Z*JL 
SA 3 5 0 7 9 tL\p (j ->''/
 :.^ 
/ / . - • • - • • • , . 
s^> 3 5 0 8 0 4 I 
l£ 
A // / - a /V.J///.-'tv 
I£X Zi4L 
^ 3 5 0 8 1 * r f ? 7 " / ' / , ; / ? fi^'u-, (t)AOirn n -TrAL- A t /• R.T«rn,r. 
±L a—_ .£_ *- - ; - n -i^wkL 




l I BStJ 2 i _ ~ : • , " •' •-: D 1 ' V L -
^ " ' ' • ' 
I V i H - , ; . L ^ I A I - N a n , (?A<:K fi. "V"T 
A/, /^/- /f^^» 
^ '44? 
£ 3 5 0 8 3 - <f /^^^•Sa^^-^fc.^ r?r~; ^.s faj^fc., frflt-A-Q £fftmsw£i< 
2^a^to*±/ i ^ /,? / ? w ? ??;>' # * 
j,/7.7> 
iS-ii-H 
l/0zL,->*j. ill 'E350SA-7 
w 
Ctsigj+uf S^LC^LA^TU, f ^ c ; /=s /<z*ft+£: 
A^U-fAe-w * 2 _ Wy 
ft, ^t-ft~p 
A3-/y- v<? 
T > 3 5 0 8 5 - 3 , £6 I i- l W ^ ' T , t V o t - -R.Manh! 
"£>- 350S6-5> 
r ^ , i U n i M T S n F" ; p - <P^ iv in w O 
flQ ••• i t l f f ^ f - • / ' 1' OF f i 
• 
r ^-^ fa U-. 






3 10 5O 
^,H,1^, 
H , 
/•,/ ~DV^~?~/," r/ / t/ ~~ 3 
<£• ̂ >Hefi T^ 
D- 35087 ' /T j L d t l /' < AT Zt £CT.<?*£lrll lC= k'.i.i.'n^rlf-l .. Avyrr 
>STr,1t-);~£ , ̂  ^ ^ v 4Vf7 ' I • j - / ^ •' g -J '6 -,~'J 
" , ' • ' ' • - , - / / ' ^ " 
-^ ^ ^ f ^ 
0 350S8-A- ^ ^ - i / . • /•>*> iTH/m , i c ii / ; ' " • " 
kLe.,ij-n r ti- ,V(iW (h/W i') /J./</- J "> - - ^ 
• ~Y.!.-i2QC/ 'ar/ / s si 
"B-35089-6 / I ) Ti£L ti,r,,, , • . / /;,L A/7 /J /= g K) ry Trey L. djhc itiL. 
V ' AYR-*- - . <*• (\W (iiw 11 /a-fi-s/ 
(5 35O90 
±i 
¥ LL^ Li •IX , .' < • > - , ' • - . - l l K l » t , ' | l • •" ff7,«.f/))>^ T^tS/S 




"tf/ ///.S;n;V (\'i n u L _ i Zj/XT? , . 7)f.*)/-•) 
r 3509?? "V: £i^-u J_kxJ t ^IH'J- . r/ /, C v. nf̂ ff -%-, 
• i i .I XJL a-av-wii r^ic. 
Sh JOfitj. 
-P.yrf̂ fe R35093 -3 , ISTfifiiUE r i i i t IMWI) d. iHflW •J, V/lkSftfl J.'V-X'. /f.A-n /r/ /?ssy 7) -35g^. 
k=i /J /3-Vf = 7 - ^ / "(/-.}'/ 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 
5 ^ 3 5 0 9 4 
,54 35095 , 
5A 3 5 0 9 6 
Pj 3 5 ^ 9 7 
u 
5 r f 3 5 0 9 8 
4J 
r] 35H99 
r) 3 5 1 0 0 ,. 
\I4 
Se35101-1 
f) 3 5 1 9 ? 





•0 35197 T / 






$ 3 5 1 1 2 
\1' 
ft 3 5 1 f S 
SA 35114 
TITLE 
STaflAA t - " A t r - P" THtfoW 
"Tteem&.KTorrt ~RRke.tfeT 
- o y STTRAP 
LfltttAS To/^ lAn V / I L T 9tCT fFlizt^ 
15 / ••. , X / i * r <r 
TV PitLTurtk^ A P R r t i - ^ 
- fV PicrThfie* IF f?T~L3-J-
FM v - 1 Q(« <?. R s-r a. *t A / y ? • ' "̂  M i l 
7 ' " a w . 
" M / I - ^ / , ^ AP f ? T 4 < 2 - J . " 
m O S A M " AC • tfT"6.2-.3- Ckh-tK 
W A l S - H l T - I E T i " 
fYz^eAMi Ptwgg Crf&is <£S£ 
NOH rTfift , &4C* £X7 ' WWS 
£/r£/e//^/. /CbW&e G4&OF &£Cd£>/?£ 
/MZe&W£//7-So£W. y j&c*r £/7H/Htr 
firrftn A v V i i - w A F- C AT i¥b~b£ 
HZSt .i\ ALIC S 
'"/p/A/G<Sc/s<£Dt//L£. PbwS/Q &?C*CS 7a 
£S /ewcxrs, J>e/=&&>/£>?M WJV*?' 
f\Y :'.v, i pi»-+4 Ml a n /( i - T - / 
E l c . m t V T * - T e s V E I B U I P M K ruT i I U I A 7 / 
/3 J<-I-VC oi 5 / o t « H a ' u , t>< t / t 1 s, d 
5~T*.M ^ t f f t ' E~d *) 
i.LbCK TiiAS-aAiA 6P /•A/n^LZTE S.V37L/7? 
rhflbli. '>HFiGhetfTjA J/ 
», • CCN } li-UHAfl'iH 
^ E f ^ C T l S f S £ r i T r t r t d t f r j ' ^ l l i r f H F 
RfclfflAAv BfeAftM e o a r t . b N T 
USED IN 
O R I G I -
NATOR 
/?. • * / / * w 
, * 
C.faaTit (/pi* ri Thh 
^ t i . - ' / T W f S i 3 
(?• Ctffbf ?** r> rl Ttih ^\ 1 S 
~~* 
C CfiGt^gt* FtriTuens 
/)')- 7 ~ \ - V 
A ? - ' o e < 3 
M~lt*A 
A/\-lho ff 





iriv cjt̂ cfrt r' 
/ 
1? £v e v*t-
DRAWN 
BY 
/ / : ^ ^ / 







,-/ ^ / j / / S 
yj - / ^ v y 
/>A /M/17WS 
Ay / r - ^ / 
ii).,t\anA s 
/ J / d * -V9 
x u/i/ro*-
/ 3 . ( # . 1/9 
/ J / • • / 
/ J - / 4 - V 9 
//£££ 
//££& 









/; .. / .'/-1A-
"" 











12 / f W i r 
M Mi4+i 
/ ^ t i « - « 4 
J . WtL-iOhi 
la-lt-41 
. . K 
~B/?iih \ w)CX 
; J 9C-V9 
» A w 4 v * e J 
. . 











^ W ^ , 













j r . K d 
r f *> 
7? "S ; twtmntf i/ - 5 
OssOLEr£~C,UP£fi. B * B t f w ^ j 
*—ossoueTiT^ 
J 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 
A 3 5 1 1 5 
r l '35116 
V >J 
( >35117 u 
ft 3 5 1 1 8 
4J 
6A 3511.9 
5/J 3 5 1 2 0 
£ £ 3 5 1 2 1 
5 £ 3 5 1 2 2 
S£ 3 5 1 2 3 
& - 3 5 1 2 4 - / 
C 3 5 1 2 5 
£ 3 5 1 2 6 
5/) 3 5 1 2 7 - ' 
r) 3 5 1 2 8 
A 35129 -1 
A 3 5 1 3 0 - 1 
ft 3 5 1 3 1 
f\ 3 5 1 3 * 
V | 
/4 3 5 1 3 3 
A 3 5 1 3 4 , 
J * 




Q^JTI -TftR&er tkstn^^v 
x^T SI h i.bC--Th?0r~> 0 t!N 
QT .</ 
ffc^T St~ ufl 7 mi. SATlMfl- tL6C« PbLSES 
A)/ f A 1 W rV_, H t >? OF " R T 
# T - / ^ pss t " ' e^-v 
(?h?»T> fiPi ^ r fUGE PLATTP o? &T 
DteLfiryU^rlJfJf* T/>/? £ S Fo vj 
"Thfto-trr A*c£/nAL.y (s>L.vi i , 
£ / * -£ *>"t ^ V A ^ ^ n j h»c ft J ,'„s1il/e. 
C • " "•'-->' * ' <i A" G / 
i " 1 i ' , : - ' > / N B l C f l ~f> S> 
pAUfck. e H i - O A v m S . 
. . CANT/COL. t N / J i f ^ ^ / n f t 
/ f /.ST/TD srt/1) 
WHitfl~YHhT3 T. " D l i P L A V OF TVPiCftL-
TiRiVmrr- "Km c . • s A I ^> . >.. . " P ^ 5 t s 
TCIP-~FLOI° CLiftP.luT ~T)i / l , ; /v ,i ,H ^ j 
dLorV tfePtf£«.FNTVri»»J a* Fli(°-FI P <!U 
j f l l f ClTJCl/fT (iHPOTM fantn-Ui^-tLn/i} fo\ 
(JLOCK (?BPAKZkh~, t f • , 
"T/J r FLeCTtfOHiC ^WiTcH 
Cf*nfiA&t<i6hi "RtTWl I N >,i i i iTfl L ••/- f\U f\). 0 Q-l)f 
tfV*T*lfl-n* rF ffairiAiToTioW 
iniltSfl- C.HAtifit.L TtfiOmt LOCATIorJ 
iHAfiCiri-i Of Cok'k't.lT hi>trtfi~Tifiri f-oR 
LatnoL£ APAttiP/id^ 
f L t t T / ? i ' E £tj/f\ rtUf?B7Vi* 0/ 
SVL-VfV"// 1 Q PlL EL£cri?tt> Gi'v 
/ 
USED IN 
^•i?cwr T f l t s / S 




E - * 1 ft 
£ ( | • i ^ ""fH 6 S t S 
£ (• ,' M;, «: ""73 J 
C.Cfl*Ps« T H t ^ i b 
• 7/1; v \ 












r / . ^ / V 
C A « w l * v) 
;- i " V 
/ 
C W9.1t~ 
C w WATT 
i- h/ iv t'.TX 
c. • / / y 
/ 
C.firaAr* 6 
a I/ I IOI<4 
(T-. f /Vl^i O 
•'; . - . - i ; 3 ; ^ 
Q-.Ceoft >i 
•- . ('/;•, rl 1. 













/ J j i v * 
, / . / • • / y 
•'-' 
^ • ^ y 
/jS~jta-*if 
.. 
« o v ^ 
,/• lv,'--OV 
VAldiu, 
^ • ^ - . ^ 1 
/ 1 - . . - , 
R.JLHELL 
11 - r'11 
J. Wit-Sorf 
11- 37*4-9 
m. MA-TA i 
il- 2h<Jf 
F.Booi . -
/ ^ - ^ - / / 



























F - 7 ^ 
^dTBsnsLtrrZ—' 
iiri 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
3S/3i> 
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
^) 35136 
64 3 5 1 3 7 
J i 





bA 3 5 1 4 1 
SA 3 5 1 4 2 
S A 3 5 1 4 3 
j 
^ 3 5 1 4 ^ 
6C 351 45 
7 ) 3 5 1 4 6 - / ^ 
'r) 3 5 1 4 7 
P35148 
D 3 5 1 4 9 
7> 3 5 1 5 0 ^ 
5 6 3 5 1 5 1 - ' , 
4 3 5 1 5 2 , 
3 3 5 1 5 ^ •/ 
•£> 3 5 1 5 * 
tB 3 5 1 5 5 - I 
fl-35156 | w 





• • • . - " • i ^ " ' " / 7 > 1 i f i 
Cr)Tr' '.< A i - R t ft-
fcANTtpAl {r^l~h " P l B > 




T'OTH ~iT~) E " 1 - t y ^ i T i * f i i S ' V 
' . (PokSC" O U T P I T C O N N t C T l 
WW 1 
7 )£ : :07 , r - i .., -i -r 
f rtTll H C t f j l l l l - ; I T " 
SL/ 'CV ' i C H m i f i T i d f <; T P S T r a n T w j L 
h w r 
L > ) / i - -LJ3 i f . f , PL /L . ^L r? ( w W J ^ 
/' '/// i /IititY \)uoolr f^ k- •#>«)-&(•" \SLLDOI\I TesT 
' 
fl LA MEfijT -TI2J\ \X3Fae.MEje WlU f 







r- u i i 




















-S - -2 A -J 
e.^cA-n 
IV, rfflLA^ 
v^ /v e; n A 
HSLFfz 
/ / / o / < o 




' r r 
J, / f /LV 

















































G R A D E D 





P . / 
6.U^. 
«»- / a i 
s Hn> 
h/o-Sd 
k- li) -i'y 
CLASS. REMARKS 
rStr> in ,;• s * a • ' 
I'SlTS )M ' A s V v X i - - - ' a -
Oi£1> IH , 
u«.fi* '/rt A««'v SC-3nW.-
4^t1> /H fVj-i'V oi-^-jJu/^" 
l>«r> ;n A-.'^'V JJ S . 
n t i > /« ^ss 'y iJ • j j / i / i * 
yS£D I N flss'v S^ .^ jTaa. - r 




l/S£7) oH / 4 « ' V ^ 5 < A H U . 
t/5£l> /// /?sTy ,!/•< > r / ^ d 
i b /.v riv i •'-/, .-
/ / / /)<.J y J /?- • ''. • 
/jiep iH fKt<y Mt.sjriLti 
-
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 
A- 3 5 1 5 7 
ft 3 5 1 5 8 
P> 3 5 1 5 9 
S6 3 5 1 6 0 
JJ 
Sf t351Si 
Sft 3 5 1 6 2 
5 A 3 5 1 6 3 
s f t35164 
V i 
b[\ 3 5 1 6 5 
1 
S,A 3 5 1 6 6 
<7 
3f t35167 
"S A 35168 
i f ) 35169 4 i 
"B 3 5 1 7 0 . . 
D-35171 / , . 
\l4 
A-35172-ft 




3 3 5 1 7 6 - / , , 
T> 3 5 1 7 7 
TITLE \ 
roRarr ^ U P P O S T R * > 
(LuP ^ H P P A » - T I ^ O B 
B f l i L t * S u P P o f t T S P i - n t - « 
<3e. EVAPfiffATllft- /!)/>!) NT 
A « - S u P P r - x Q T f ? i H ( V 
*JAi- r t - )^ " R * T s y 
CL I S I S * 
- - t l £ H i i m . • 
A "> A ^ . ?> £- .'IN A L V 
^ / 
G$m =*A. A&sEm£uv fnS-P^ 
Ui)l f fi^Pi - - * - i " R o T i v 
£_P £ A ! T A P k R t T , i f l P 
<P«j £MT,^AM(.F A P f P T l l A F 
"T"<2- > / w i y ? / & j - A T - C a bh * o 
C *| fcC tf»V"«- Sic U -CVvwi 4 - 1 c , E . S . f c i w> «Wr 
^ ( o j o l v j C « w 4 w - * j ^ ) , / £ / , l r t / h / 7 
LnL-ts lay ill. Cv// chtoAix <2-t-T,'//^ 
i i r t ^ . - < S c ^ f ^ ^ ' t - j P o W f c / ^ (?ON~l£()l_ 
pAt-H-.i. W V T ; 
/ i^ftELS /^efc i*yfiiGUK.ONitC.it 3>V 
PAKISL , lA/idl 
RT- <?3. -Li tfjrao H •— 
fll££&6 
LP /3L : ^ 7^^. Rkg-MTht* T 5 * i v r i « . -fypf IT 
wwl 
ks i • P^J. v «dt ' • 





J . t L V 
/ 
y' 
• (. P i V 












j p , ^ - . ' , 






* . N ^ 4 -
»* -/ ' i f<9 
A| i / fC fi 
U u u * + 




7 "7- SJ 
















1- 11 SO 
A.to,-lw^ 
/-I9S-0 




J . W / L S / l ^ 
/ - V-o"o 
J.WUSflW 
/ - V-o"0 




M K ^ i 
/ - / 0 - 5 ^ > 
Sha^h^K 















3 -J •tftf 
P.tv. i>,)7T 
























JSFb iri /K<VY S& d • 
i.lS/r7j 1 «• l^,S V SS-iSlbQ 
• 
.' i y Asa'f SA~3S*n 
/ •Si 's /W ^ « ' V SA-tt/f*/ 
^ 7 . , y ^ / / - , y SA-3S-/LJ 
tjsep IN /)ssy x/3 ^.-r/^c/ 
/ < / T - /v A s ' ; ^ 0 - ^ ; ; -
i u tZ j //y / ! - ^ 'V J . r i - - 5 ^ r " 
w * a /A / ? i j y v ' A J o " 
W ^ t 3 //V / > : / JV5 
Wt-T j /M A 
** 0£>SoLl?72- *" 
a<fa ON A^K'y^-WSSd 
.Q,*^««-c A so*! 9 
/Kfh 6h, • I ~W/rf7 
-
A^y Wt,o£7>X6 
^or^>. u - r ^ ^ &u/»̂ *&t?T»]5 
T>/ -^ -3 f^ iA-
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
t 
D R A W I N G 
NUMBER 
Sft35178 ftMfT(igtenTPl7it(1 fv<? RT- "^ 
M 
H T L E USED IN 
O R I G I -
NATOR 
/ r ' s z / f l u / 
DRAWN 
BY 











C OcV-W o i . g - t > « ^ - a^ P flv* m_ F - < A V * I I M tV\ fc4-a_t 
£ £ 3 5 1 8 0 
7J 
I ' h i i p C C s - r i u \Mch Z'TOY&Se- ^ h 
/ - / / - g D 
S^SJjjjc {J, XimhM 
/ - >•/• Fo 
7>- 3 5 1 S I 
il 
P_R 6 Po^ f-~a huT PuT Pri nV~ i i-l S-
SytT'- * 
H i,iy>-i'{ • • , ^ U 
/ - ; J o d 
SC 35182 -j & t n P T Ttiiiriw 6.-TdR(\^£ -fi-fti rf,l/W f)-GiWltS 
- i _ / - ^ , < f l 
5^35183 y^ 
r'^p^-' F JLO I •JS- •-,oaV cT W. rJoLAtj J.Crtcwuy 
KCr : - ! • I- A-Tn •» ^ / J V ^ 
$ 3 5 1 8 4 - ' CiRZUK. S c H f e ^ f t l i d - Yd-Tr lgE" ftVi? wi f lTo ft tfPh>f?C.ti fRJ..'ri
:.nU< P. W. WAIT JLI^ 




jPr^/sN OF viPEC Te/)v6-h( Fft)P\ Corv\?\5TtR 
To "ghs ofe 
Zlamdt 
T—-T 




Ky^iW sp - 3 5 1 8 7 
-
VfverMFMFfiJT6>f=^r£rjAC W£>Cfi7%>0<K/f fM» fi\p*ieP 
: ffiJ-SO 
£ 35188-3 ;fir-SLin,-;- Tsifl^^rim (flftt?ft;Nr) fc- » ' 5 * • - •SjitftflAfl- C. U, Hfi 71 ff,7-> ~s -., ^ ^ . t p G ^ V ^ * ~~ 
^ H k r x i H £ r . W v \ 1 <? >(-->:o h-(rtf6 !_2U± 9 *Jp <"-\ * S u ^ S V D t S £- 1'it-a L 
* asis3fi,; 
„ : . l r t T i ' •flK$ /? ClRlFFW 
S v r * LU^JL <£ - /L - V ? - / .* ' -Vf 
T) 35190-1 E - : i > i - n f- f / U ; ^ N ! ' i C r - j 
• L- f?r- gfjICUA -n^V^oo^ ^ ' , < \ m i n ) io I-1^6 /-/9-SQ 
D 35191-J7 P SS£ M L y , VA L-T A <̂ F 8i- ft-u u .-1-w-. ,,- -+ 7o V 
I I . 
W. f ^ K 1 ^L^ ffl/1?^ t ' S T 
/ 6 -^>J l-/fo6 
{ 5-fl 3519? ' ?Cfi-f. F u f t v , T/ 'k1 .^ i-\~ ' V ^ t . - ; ^ i i i £ £ i l i J £ 
/ - / ? -
2> 35193> 
v-
ST^AP/q - f rg - A s s 7 C s r t M i r - ftr.vS/'/'rt/ /•1.6-A'i/\l^ /f.S//slh/ ,\,i/.7>. 
- ^ ii /-n-iTd LJ^ 2 XoO 
A 3 5 1 9 4 a 
STOGAStS TunE T~>MI)\)& HLJL. £-1L\ St/2>tdO T?L S 
S i-/S •S'a 
f 35195 -3L a 
jib fbtiLR iVPt-k]f *~f<Q^ fit a — 1 _ HUI/T Lh-L. 6. H ~D, -&></?• V,*TS Lts7-
\^Biyi6LV (yt*vl) ,. '-<*-.v c? r-o"2? ; 
P J) 35196 a , V / 
HL.PArftL ii£TAiL-^£.<; PAi»rie £uPPi.y SL, --5.V-/- t 
: i £ iii2_ f**3? 'Si-6-0 
v V . / i DJbSaLerT^r 
Y'56 
u 3 5 1 9 7 SMiflt'-BPnr.KlT (_f\) tS i
Jf>wlP yvPPky 
'XVTftQl PMtt. (Ml) 
£ss/r,,»finr{ KiMMT. -.V. ZP , >' ' ^ v -
^ « Ldt^L 0 / 56 
•r.p:^ 
a&sn&fTiF 
C 3 5 1 9 8 MfPifit T)(?flCti'£T rai ir.s ̂ ^ / ^ soppy ££S/J,Mrlrf A ' . / ^ Z / r 
CMTtnL Pftff£L (wh/ Z) 
ist-n AAV / I s& 'y ^ - - ^ - / / f 
/ ' r * / ? 
1 -' i i ^ - ' r,P,^LrT7= 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
DRAWING 
NUMBER 
•£> 3 5 1 9 9 . 
3 5 2 0 0 
Or 3 5 2 0 1 
SA35202 
^ 3 5 2 9 3 
5335204 . 
5035295 
A 3 5 2 0 6 
A 3 5 2 0 7 
ft 3 5 2 0 8 
3 5 2 0 9 
f> 3 5 2 1 0 
Si3 3 5 2 1 1 
C35212 - / 
U 
& 3521.3 
( 0 3 5 2 1 4 - A 
' 3 5 2 1 5 , 
£ 35216 -2-





f>Mrre.t4 A/9A<»Jir"T t S P 6 W E / ? SIIPPLV 
GbUjRh L P« Wfc A- ( w ^ / ' l 
\ARlfV__. - B f t A C ^ f i T £rS P o w t t f 
SllPPLV e o M T / ^ A L P A N E L ( W V / I 
T > r . "Tii- r i .cr_.TV3 N l)w I T " 
^ T moo N T T E ' a T B * 
-7"V SY/httJ -\ . r-^-rotf 
S T M/)OH-r -fes.T£4 VJT>Er> -^ 
(\F yfc 
5v»lTCi-) < ° A I N FrS POVv t f? S h P P L V C o ^ l ^ ' L 
PA W F L (w w T ^ 
.SP;?I? fif , W f -s Paw t t ^ 6 o P P i v 
f>M47V?AZ- f J drV .^ rwv/T?» 
Sv/iTft-l • F A « . T I + « = * fc-s Pnwt. r? SuPPuv 
C c i n P r L PAHEL (.WWl") 
£k£C~~R6~ne Yt>L-r~A6-£ n> TVI/P M _ -
-5i « - ^ i f f l t - e T u ^ . t - » , In 
M "' Y f ! L T / ' J ; f l t . ^ l l l O P L V T V * 
M . 
CtV ^ d . . - /#*>-&«-. ,£»yW^ - ~^CA^iy^f 
GUc&*^ JktM&**c£zJ Z U I I ^ I * 
A ' ^ J ? ' y^WrPV i-*f)t1\h Hi "TOAtiS TmSiYfi r> 
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